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DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

Roba Binyahib

Doctor of Philosophy

Department of Computer and Information Science

March 2020

Title: Evaluating Parallel Particle Advection Algorithms Over Various Workloads

We consider the problem of efficient particle advection in a distributed-

memory parallel setting, focusing on four popular parallelization algorithms. The

performance of each of these algorithms varies based on the desired workload. Our

research focuses on two important questions: (1) which parallelization techniques

perform best for a given workload?, and (2) what are the unsolved problems in

parallel particle advection? To answer these questions, we ran a “bake off” study

between the algorithms with 216 tests, going to a concurrency up to 8192 cores

and considering data sets as large as 34 billion cells with 300 million particles. We

also performed a variety of optimizations to the algorithms, including fundamental

enhancements to the “work requesting algorithm” and we introduce a new hybrid

algorithm that we call “HyLiPoD.” Our findings inform tradeoffs between the

algorithms and when domain scientists should switch between them to obtain

better performance. Finally, we consider the future of parallel particle advection,

i.e., how these algorithms will be run with in situ processing.

This dissertation includes previously published co-authored material.
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Part I

Foundations
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This part of the dissertation discusses the motivation of this work, and then

provides background of scientific visualization on supercomputers.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Simulations enable scientists to study complex phenomena which may have

been too difficult or expensive to study experimentally. That said, simulations

can only replace experiments if they have sufficient accuracy, and achieving this

accuracy often requires fine mesh resolution. Yet, working with such data requires

high computational power and large memory; requirements that go far beyond the

capabilities of a single machine. Supercomputers allow scientists to achieve finer

mesh resolutions by performing calculations at a massive scale. Examples of fields

that regularly use large scale simulations are high energy physics, biology, and

cosmology. Simulations in these fields, and others, produce data sets potentially

containing trillions of cells. These massive amounts of data are the key to future

discoveries and scientific breakthroughs. Further, visualization is a powerful tool to

achieve that goal, enabling scientists with ways to explore, extract, understand, and

analyze important information.

Many of these simulations generate vector data, encoding phenomena

such as the formation of wind turbine wakes, biomass pyrolysis, or efficiencies in

vehicle platooning. The behavior and patterns occurring in these vector flows can

be understood using the subset of visualization techniques dedicated to vector

data, called “flow visualization.” There are myriad flow visualization algorithms

(described in Chapter II), and these algorithms typically rely on the same operation

as a building block: particle advection. Advection is the process of displacing a

massless particle depending on the vector field. The trajectory of each particle as

it is displaced can be described by an ordinary differential equation. In practice,

this trajectory is calculated iteratively. A particle with an initial (seed) location,
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X0, is displaced to a nearby location, X1, then displaced again to another location,

X2, and so on. Each advancement, i.e., from Xi to Xi+1, is referred to as a step.

The change in position for a given step is typically approximated using numerical

methods, such as Runge-Kutta [1]. These numerical methods require multiple

vector field evaluations at different spatial locations (and sometimes temporal

locations for time-varying flow). A flow visualization technique will then use the

computed trajectories of each particle to display its representation of features

within the flow field. The representations used by each technique are varied. Some

simply plot the position or trajectory of particles, while others create derived

quantities based on trajectory properties.

Because the different flow visualization techniques are highly varied, the

corresponding particle advection workloads are similarly highly varied. The number

of particles can be as few as one to potentially billions. Further, the number of

steps can vary as well, from under one hundred steps to hundreds of thousands

of steps, or more. As a result, some particle advection workloads have excessive

computation times — as many as trillions of steps, with each step requiring velocity

field interpolations to solve an ordinary differential equation (Runge-Kutta).

Particle advection solutions get considerably more complex in the context

of supercomputers. This setting typically adds two significant complications: (1)

data sets contain many cells and are decomposed into blocks, and (2) the number

of advection steps to calculate is so large that parallel processing is required.

Supercomputer architectures add to the complexity as well, as they are made up

of many nodes, with each node containing its own (private) memory. Ultimately,

the fundamental challenge of efficient parallel particle advection on supercomputers

is to make sure the correct particle and vector field information are together at
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the same time so a step can occur. Unfortunately, data set sizes often preclude the

simplest method for achieving this solution — loading all vector field information

on all nodes.

The visualization community has introduced several parallel solutions

to address these challenges. However, there is no comprehensive comparison

identifying the suitable techniques for specific workloads. In this dissertation, we

evaluate and compare the most popular parallel particle advection techniques.

We implement and improve the different algorithms and conduct a comprehensive

study to answer the following questions:

– Which parallelization technique performs best for a given

workload?

– What are the unsolved problems in parallel particle advection?

Are there any workloads that are difficult to balance using existing

parallelization techniques?

1.1 Dissertation Plan

This section describes the three studies contributing to the dissertation,

which are:

– Study 1: Optimizing Performance of Each Parallelization Algorithm.

– Study 2: Comparing Behavior of the Algorithms Over Various Workloads.

– Study 3: Considering the Future of Parallel Particle Advection.

In this dissertation, we compare four of the most used parallel algorithms

(parallelize-over-data, parallelize-over-particle, work-requesting, and master-worker,

see Chapter III for more details) across various workloads. Our goals are to help
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end users select the best parallelization algorithm for their workload, and to inform

the visualization community regarding opportunities for improvement.

1.1.1 Study 1: Optimizing Performance of Each Parallelization

Algorithm. We studied the four parallelization algorithms and their

implementations and looked for possible improvements. For all four algorithms,

we added on node parallelism using VTKm [2, 3]. We also added an improvement

to the work requesting algorithm by replacing the random scheduling method [4]

with the Lifeline scheduling method [5]. Lifeline is currently the high-performance

computing community’s preferred scheduling method for work requesting [5, 6, 7].

1.1.2 Study 2: Comparing Behavior of the Algorithms Over

Various Workloads. Our main study is a bake off that evaluates and compares

the four parallelization algorithms we consider. We created a platform that allows

the change of different factors, which helps to study different cases. From our study

of state of the art (see Chapter III), we determined three different factors that have

the highest impact on the performance. These factors are: 1) seed distribution

method, 2) number of seeds, and 3) concurrency. We test the cross product of

these factors and analyze the results to determine how these factors impact each

algorithm. In addition to this study, we also implemented a new fifth algorithm

that is a hybrid between two of the existing algorithms.

1.1.3 Study 3: Considering the Future of Parallel Particle

Advection. In situ visualization is a promising solution to reduce the cost of

I/O by visualizing the simulation as it is running, avoiding intermediate data files.

In situ visualization methods usually adopt a tightly coupled approach, where the

simulation and visualization are executed synchronously on the same computation
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resources in a time sharing manner. One significant challenge in the situ setting is

limitations in memory usage.

While several solutions have been proposed for parallel particle advection in

a post hoc setting, in situ solutions tends to use the parallelize over data technique.

That is because this technique aligns with in situ constraints. In this study, we

explored whether other parallelization techniques are suitable for tightly-coupled

in situ processing as well. In particular, we adapted the parallelize over particles

technique to work in an situ setting and compared both methods with different

seed placements.

1.2 Dissertation Outline

This dissertation is organized into the following four parts:

– Part I – Foundations

∗ Chapter I discusses the motivation behind this work, and describes the

dissertation questions and plan.

∗ Chapter II surveys the research done on visualization techniques in a

distributed memory setting.

∗ Chapter III describes the foundations of particle advection, the parallel

particle advection algorithms that are considered in this dissertation, as

well as surveying the research done on parallel particle advection.

– Part II – Improving Individual Parallel Particle Advection Algorithms

∗ Chapter IV discusses the best practices that were adopted and

implemented from previous studies, and introduces an improvement for

the work requesting algorithm.
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– Part III – Understanding Parallel Particle Advection Behavior Over Various

Workloads

∗ Chapter V presents our bake off study, where we test the different

parallel particle advection algorithms over different workloads.

∗ Chapter VI introduces a new hybrid algorithm that adapts its behavior

depending on the workload characteristics.

– Part IV – The Future of Parallel Particle Advection

∗ Chapter VII explores in situ parallel particle advection by studying the

two main algorithms over two different workloads.

∗ Chapter VIII concludes this dissertation and discusses the lessons

learned and suggests recommendations for future research.

1.3 Abbreviations

This is a list of the abbreviations used in this dissertation.

– POD: Parallelize-Over-Data algorithm (defined in Section 3.2.1)

– POP: Parallelize-Over-Particles algorithm (defined in Section 3.2.2)

– RSM: Work requesting algorithm using the Random Scheduling Method with

a single victim (defined in Section 4.2.1)

– RSM-N: Work requesting algorithm using the Random Scheduling Method

with multiple victims (defined in Section 4.2.1)

– LSM: Work requesting algorithm using the Lifeline Scheduling Method

(defined in Section 4.2.1)
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– MW: Master/Worker algorithm (defined in Chapter 3.2.4)

– HyLiPoD: Our proposed Hybrid Lifeline Parallelize-Over-Data particle

advection algorithm, which is a hybrid between LSM and POD (defined in

Section 5.1)

1.4 Co-Authored Material

Most of the work in this dissertation is from previously published co-

authored research. The following is a description of the chapters with the

publications and authors that contributed to it. Additional details on the division

of work is provided at the beginning of each chapter

– Chapter I: parts of the text in this chapter comes from the introduction of [8],

which was a collaboration between David Pugmire (ORNL), Boyana Norris

(UO), Hank Childs (UO), and myself.

– Chapter II: comes from my Ph.D. Area Exam document, which was

unpublished.

– Chapter IV: parts of the text in this chapter comes from the introduction

of [8], which was a collaboration between David Pugmire (ORNL), Boyana

Norris (UO), Hank Childs (UO), and myself.

– Chapter V: comes from a Manuscript in Preparation that was a collaboration

between David Pugmire (ORNL), Abhishek Yenpure (UO), Hank Childs

(UO), and myself.

– Chapter VII: comes from [9], which was a collaboration between David

Pugmire (ORNL), Hank Childs (UO), and myself.
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CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND

Parts of the text in this chapter came from my area exam, which received

editing suggestions from Hank Childs.

The size of the data sets produced by today’s large scale simulations make

visualization difficult for several reasons. One complication is that data transfer

is expensive, which often prevents transfers to local desktops or visualization

clusters. Another complication is in the processing of large data. Some techniques

reduce the processing costs by focusing on coarser versions of the data or on

subsets of the data. These techniques, including multiresolution techniques and

streaming, are used regularly in non-HPC environments. However, in the context

of supercomputing, the dominant processing technique is parallelism, i.e. using

the same supercomputer for not only simulation but also visualization. This

is done by distributing data or workloads across multiple nodes, where each

node visualizes its assigned portion. In most cases, the processing is done at

the native mesh resolution and storing the entire mesh in memory (although

distributed), requiring significant computational power, large memory, and I/O

bandwidth. These requirements are often acceptable, however, since performing

visualization on a supercomputer allows visualization algorithms to take advantage

of the supercomputer resources. That said, visualizing such large data on a

supercomputer (i.e., a distributed memory setting) adds new challenges. Even

though most visualization algorithms are embarrassingly parallel, others require

heavy communications and coordination. In addition, load balance must be

maintained to run these algorithms efficiently, even with embarrassingly parallel

algorithms.
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These challenges have been the subject of various research efforts to improve

the scalability and efficiency of visualization algorithms. In this chapter, we

cover techniques for visualizing large data sets at scale with an exclusive focus

on distributed memory parallelism algorithms and their challenges. We exclude

from this chapter the research done on particle advection, since it receives special

treatment in Chapter III, as the focal point of this dissertation. The organization

of this chapter is as follows. Section 2.1 provides areas of background for scientific

visualization in a distributed memory setting. Section 2.2 discusses the research

done on visualization techniques for scalar field data. Finally, Section 2.3 discusses

supporting infrastructures used by visualization algorithms.

Explicitly, this chapter focuses on performing visualization algorithms

on supercomputers, and in particular the methods and optimizations required

to visualize large data in a distributed memory setting. Related topics to this

chapter include multiresolution processing, streaming, hybrid parallelism, and in

situ processing; while these topics are discussed when relevant to visualization on

supercomputers, they are otherwise considered out of scope.

2.1 Scientific Visualization in a Distributed Memory Setting

In this section, we cover important areas of background for scientific

visualization in a distributed memory setting. We start by discussing the impact

of I/O on the visualization pipeline (Section 2.1.1). Next, we discuss the processing

techniques for visualization algorithms (Section 2.1.2). Then, we take a look at the

framework design used in most of visualization tools (Section 2.1.3). Finally, we

discuss the parallelization design of visualization algorithms (Section 2.1.4).

2.1.1 I/O in Scientific Visualization. Computational power

is increasing tremendously, while I/O systems are not improving at nearly the
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same pace. The main limiting factor for large scale visualization performance is

I/O [10, 11]. Several techniques have been proposed to reduce the cost of I/O

operations for visualization algorithms such as multiresolution techniques [12, 13],

subsetting [14, 15], or parallel processing. In multiresolution techniques, data sets

are stored in a hierarchical structure, and visualization is performed starting from

the coarser data up to the finer ones. Subsetting is used to read and process only

the portion of the data that will contribute to the visualization result. In parallel

processing, the visualization method use the computational power of multiple nodes

to process the data faster. Despite the presence of the first three techniques, the

supercomputing community use parallel processing.

As supercomputers are pushing toward exascale, the gap between

computation power and I/O is expected to increase even more. Consequently,

I/O constraints are an important factor to take into account when designing

visualization systems. Each one of the above mentioned techniques addresses

I/O constrains. Multiresolution and subsetting solutions reduce the required I/O.

Parallel processing increases the available I/O bandwidth.

2.1.2 Processing Technique. There are two processing techniques

for visualization algorithms: post-hoc and in situ. The traditional paradigm is

post-hoc processing, where scientists visualize their data as a post-processing

step. In this model, the simulation code saves data to disk and is either read

back later on the same computational resources or transferred to another machine

for visualization. An alternative solution to reduce the cost of I/O is to use in

situ processing [16], where the visualization is performed while the simulation is

running. The data is streamed from the simulation code to the visualization. In

situ visualization adds new challenges to both simulation codes and visualization
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systems which must be addressed. These challenges include for instance code

modification, data flow management, synchronization between tasks, and difference

of data models between the simulation and the visualization tool. Successful

examples of in situ systems include Catalyst [17], and Libsim [18], which work

along with Paraview and VisIt respectively.

The remainder of this survey will focus on efficient parallelization techniques

regardless of their processing model.

2.1.3 Data Flow Framework. Parallel visualization frameworks have

been developed to help users visualize their data. These frameworks include VTK

[19], AVS [20], MegaMol [21], VisIt [22], and Paraview [23]. Most of these systems

implement a data flow framework. A data flow framework executes a pipeline of

modules where a module is an operation on its input data, and a link between two

modules is a data stream. A module in the pipeline can be: 1) a source, 2) a filter,

or 3) a sink. A source is a module that generates data, usually by reading data

from a file. A filter is a module that takes data as an input, applies an operation,

and produces an output. A sink is a module that receives data and produces a

final result which can be written to file or displayed on a screen. These frameworks

implement each visualization algorithm as an independent module. Figure 1 shows

an example of a visualization pipeline: the source (read operation) reads data

from a file, the filters (compute density, clip data, and compute isosurface) apply

operations on the data and generate new data, and the sink (write operation)

receives the data to produce an output.

Using a data flow framework has several advantages:

– The framework is abstract and hides the complexity from the users
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Read Data

Compute Density

Clip Data

Isosurface 

Write Data to File 

Figure 1. A visualization pipeline using the data flow design.

– The framework is flexible and allows users to add new modules without

requiring to modify old modules.

– Modules of the framework can be combined to create advanced analysis.

2.1.4 Parallelization Design. The main challenge for parallel

visualization algorithms is to decompose the work into independent segments,

where processors can process their segments in parallel. These segments are usually

data blocks. Most of visualization systems use a scatter-gather design. In this

design, segments are scattered across different processors. Each processor reads

its segment and applies the visualization pipeline using data flow network. Each

processor has an identical data flow network and processors differ in the segments

they operate on. Then the results of different processors are gathered in the

rendering phase.

Visualization algorithms can be classified int two categories: 1)

embarrassingly parallel and 2) non-embarrassingly parallel. In an embarrassingly

parallel algorithm, each processor can apply visualization on its segment

independently. On the other hand, a non-embarrassingly parallel algorithm depends
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on other processor’s computations. The majority of visualization algorithms are

embarrassingly parallel.

2.1.5 Load Balance. A major challenge when running algorithms

in parallel is maintaining load balance. Load balance is defined as the allocation

of the work of single application to processors so that the execution time of the

application is minimized [24]. Maintaining load balance is essential to achieve

good performance since the execution time is determined by the time of the

slowest processor. There are two categories of load balancing: 1) static, and 2)

dynamic. In static load balancing, the workload is distributed among processors

during the initialization phase. The workloads then remain on their computational

resources during the entire execution of the visualization. The challenge in static

load balancing is to guarantee equal workload, which can be difficult for some

visualization algorithms. In dynamic load balancing, the workload is distributed

during run time by a processor acting as the master. Dynamic load balancing can

be used when the workload is unknown before run time.

Most of the solutions in this survey focus on solving load imbalance for

different visualization algorithms. Load imbalance can be defined with the following

equation:

Load imbalance =
Ts∑

0<p<N Tp/N

Where Tp is the total non-idle execution time for processor P , and Ts is the

total non-idle execution time of the slowest processor.

Load balance is a major focus of this survey as many of the solutions and

optimizations were suggested to maintain load balance.
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2.2 Scalar Field Visualization

2.2.1 Volume Rendering. There are two types of rendering: 1)

surface rendering, and 2) direct rendering. Surface rendering is generating an image

from a geometry that was produced by the visualization pipeline by converting the

geometry into pixels through rasterization [25], or ray tracing [26]. Direct volume

rendering is generating an image directly from the data using ray-casting [27]. This

is done by sampling and mapping samples into color and opacity using a transfer

function. In this section, we discuss direct volume rendering.

2.2.1.1 Ray Casting. Ray casting is commonly used due to its

simplicity and the quality of the results. For each pixel in the screen, a ray is cast

into the volume and samples are computed along the ray. Next, each sample is

mapped into a color and opacity (RGBA values) using the transfer function [28].

These RGBA values are accumulated to compute the final color of the pixel. The

accumulation process can be performed either in a front-to-back order or in back-

to-front order. Equation 2.1 and 2.2 presents a front-to-back and back-to-front

order accumulation, respectively.

C =
n∑

i=0

Ci

i−1∏
j=0

(1− Ai) (2.1)

Where C is the RGBA value of the pixel, Ci is the color of the current scalar

value at sample i, n is the number of samples along the ray, and Ai is the opacity

at sample i.

C =
0∑

i=n

Ci × (1− A) (2.2)
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Where C is the RGBA value of the pixel, Ci is the color of the current

scalar value at sample i, n is the number of samples along the ray, and A is the

accumulated opacity along the ray.

Figure 2 shows an example of the ray-casting process.

Ray-casting is expensive, thus different acceleration techniques have been

used to reduce this cost. One of the most used acceleration techniques is early ray

termination [29]. Ray casting computes the color of the pixel by accumulating the

colors and opacities of the samples along the ray. If the accumulated opacity is

high, samples that are far from the camera will not contribute to the final color and

will be hidden. The idea of early termination is to stop the compositing along the

ray when the accumulated opacity is high, which reduces the total time. However,

this optimization is only possible with front-to-back compositing.

Figure 2. Volume rendering via ray-casting.

2.2.1.2 Parallelization Overview. Volume rendering is

computationally expensive, and its cost increases with the size of the data set.

Parallelizing such heavy computation is essential to visualize data in a timely

manner. However, performing parallel ray-casting introduces new challenges,

especially with respect to load balancing (Section 2.1.5). There are two main

techniques for parallel volume rendering [30]: 1) image order (sort first), and 2)
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object order (sort last). In the image order technique, the parallelization happens

over pixels. In the object order technique, the parallelization happens over cells

(sub-volumes). In this section, we start by discussing the challenges of parallel

volume rendering. Next, we survey the different parallel solutions and categorize

them under one of three categories: 1) image order (sort first), 2) object order (sort

last), and 3) a hybrid between the first two.

The performance of ray-casting depends on two components: 1) the number

of cells, and 2) the number of samples. These two components are heavily impacted

by four factors, each of which can cause significant load imbalances and influence

the choice of parallelization method. These four factors are the following: 1)

camera position, 2) camera view is changing, 3) image size, and 4) data Set size.

– Camera Position: It impacts the performance in two points: 1) which part

of the data is visible, and 2) the number of samples per cells (cell sizes). If

the camera is zoomed in, it implies: 1) there are no empty pixels, and 2) cells

that are in the camera view have more samples (larger cells). If the camera is

zoomed out, it implies: 1) there are empty pixels, and 2) cells have a similar

number of samples (equal sizes). Image order performs well when the camera

is zoomed in since there are no empty pixels. However, it performs poorly

when the camera is zoomed out since there are parts of the image that are

empty. On the other hand, object order performs well when the camera is

zoomed out because the cells are distributed evenly among processor and

most of the cells are in the camera view. However, it can suffer from load

imbalance when the camera is inside the volume because only the processors

having visible cells (in the camera view) will do the work (larger cells).
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– Moving Camera View : If the camera view is changing between frames,

the visible portion of the data changes between frames. The image order

technique is expensive with this configuration because it requires to

redistribute data blocks among processors for every new camera view. In

some cases, the data is replicated to avoid redistributing the blocks, but this

becomes challenging when the size of the data is large and cannot fit into a

single memory. On the other hand, object order works well for cases where

the camera view frequently changes since each processor works on its cells

independently from the camera view.

– Image Size: In order to produce the final pixel color, a processor needs

to have all the data required for that pixel. In image order, each processor

has the data required to produce its part of the image; no exchange is

needed between processors. In object order, processors need to exchange

samples (i.e., image compositing) to calculate the final color of the pixel. The

communication cost of this step is expensive and could become a bottleneck

when the size of the image is large. Thus image order works better than

object order for large image sizes.

– Data Set Size: If the data size is small enough to fit into a single memory,

data can be replicated when using image order. As the size increases, using

image order becomes difficult and could add additional costs of redistributing

data blocks. Object order offers scalability when the data size is large.

2.2.1.3 Image Order. In the image order technique, pixels are

distributed among processors in groups of consecutive pixels, also known as tiles.

Each processor is responsible for loading and sampling the cells that contribute to
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its tile. Then, each processor generates a sub-image corresponding to its tile. The

sub-images from all the processors are then collected onto one processor to produce

the final image.

This technique allows each processor to generate its sub-image

independently, avoiding the communication cost of image compositing. Load

imbalance can occur if processors have un-equal cell distribution. This can happen

when some tiles have more cells than others, which means some processors are

performing more work than others, resulting in load imbalance. Different solutions

have been proposed to avoid load imbalance by introducing additional steps to

guarantee equal cells distribution.

Samanta et al. [31] presented a solution that reduced the probability of un-

equal cell distribution by using virtual tiles. These virtual tiles are flexible in their

shapes and size depending on the workload. Their solution maintained load balance

by assigning similar cell load to each processor.

Erol et al. [32] used a dynamic load balancing method to maintain load

balance. Their algorithm divided the workload into tiles and used the previous

rendering times to distribute the tiles among processors.

Moloney et al. [33] reduced load imbalance by introducing a bricking step.

In this step, the data is divided into bricks, and bricks outside the view frustum are

excluded. Next, the view frustum is divided between processors and each processor

sampled the bricks within its view. Using the bricking step divides the visible part

of the image among processors and eliminates assigning a processor an empty tile.

While the previous solutions maintained load balance which improved the

performance, all of these solutions needed a pre-processing step and some included

redistribution of the data. Both [31] and [32] required a pre-processing step to
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determine the load of different tiles, and have the cost of redistributing the data.

The third solution, [33], required performing camera transformation to determine

visible data, which avoided the cost of redistributing the data.

2.2.1.4 Object Order. Object order is the most common technique

for parallel volume rendering. With the object order approach, data is divided

into blocks and distributed among processors. Each processor starts sampling the

cells of its blocks independently of the other processors. Next, samples from all

processors are composited to produce the final image.

Unlike the image order technique, this technique requires processors to

communicate with each other to do the final compositing (i.e., image compositing),

which could become a bottleneck [34]. Load imbalance can occur if processors have

un-equal samples distribution. This can happen when dealing with unstructured

data. Unstructured data have different cell sizes creating different workloads: one

processor could have large cells thus more workload. Different solutions have been

proposed to avoid load imbalance by introducing additional steps to guarantee

equal samples distribution.

Marchesin et al. [35] presented a solution to guarantee load balance by

performing an estimation step. In their solution, they divided data into blocks and

discard any blocks that were outside the camera view or blocks that were invisible.

Next, the remaining blocks were distributed among processors, and each processor

sampled its blocks. Finally, binary swap [36] was used as an image compositing

method.

Ma et al. [37] presented a solution that used round robin cells assignment

to perform interleaved cell partitioning. This assignment reduces the probability

of load imbalance since usually, cells that are spatially close have similar sizes.
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Assigning these cells to different processors helps to avoid heavy workload for some

processors. In addition, this assignment achieved load balance when the camera is

zoomed into a region of the data. Samples from different processors are stored in

a linked list. To allow for early compositing of the samples, processors sample the

cells in the same region at the same time.

Steiner et al. [38] achieved load balance by using a work package pulling

mechanism [39]. In their solution, work was divided into equal packages and

inserted into a queue. Clients asked the server for work whenever they are done

with their assigned workload.

Muller et al. [40] used a dynamic load balancing technique. Their method

calculated the balance of each processor while sampling the cells. Data were

redistributed between processors to achieve load balance.

Most of the presented solutions focused on how to improve blocks

assignment to processors, which lead to better load balance. This is done either

through a pre-processing step or at runtime. The work presented by [35] performed

the camera transformation and had to use an estimation step to distribute the data

dynamically.

While [40] achieved load balance, the cost of redistributing the data could be

very expensive. This cost could be a bottleneck when the size of the data is large

or if the camera is zoomed into a region of the data that belongs to one processor.

This resulted in redistributing most of the data blocks in the camera view.

2.2.1.5 Hybrid Parallel Volume Rendering Solutions. Both

image order and object order techniques have limitations and often can result in

load imbalance. While several solutions have been proposed (Section 2.2.1.3, and

2.2.1.4) for both techniques to eliminate load imbalance, most of these solutions
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have additional costs such as a preprocessing step or redistribution of the data.

Using a hybrid solution to overcome the limitations that both techniques have

individually, and can reduce load imbalance at a lower cost.

Montani et al. [41] presented a hybrid solution, where they used an image

order distribution followed by an object order. In their work, nodes are divided

into clusters, and the pixels are distributed among clusters using the image order

technique. Each cluster loads the data contributing to its pixels, and data are

distributed among nodes of the cluster using the object order technique. Their

solution reduces the potential of load imbalance compared to traditional techniques,

in addition to achieving data scalability. Load imbalance can still occur either

at the clusters level or at the nodes level. At the clusters level, load imbalance

can occur if some clusters were assigned an empty tile. At the nodes level, load

imbalance can occur if some nodes of the cluster are assigned larger cells that need

more work than others.

Childs et al. [42] presented another hybrid solution, where they used an

object order distribution followed by an image order. In their solution, data were

distributed among processors using the object order technique. Their solution

began by categorizing cells into small and large cells, depending on the number

of samples (see Section 2.2.1.2). Each processor was responsible for its own cells

and classified them by comparing the number of samples with a given threshold.

Next, each processor sampled small cells only. Then, pixels were distributed among

processors using the image order technique. Depending on the pixels assignment,

the algorithm exchanged two types of data: 1) samples that were generated from

small cells, and 2) large cells that were not sampled. Next, each processor sampled

the large cells contributing to its pixels. Then, samples from both sampling steps
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were composited generating a sub-image. Finally, sub-images were combined to

produce the final image. As an extension for this algorithm, Binyahib et al. [43]

presented a full evaluation of [42], where they compared the hybrid solution

with traditional solutions. They also improved the original algorithm, where they

reduced the memory and communication costs. In addition, their solution used

hybrid parallelism to improve the performance and take advantage of many core

architectures.

Samanta et al. [44] presented another hybrid solution that partitioned pixels

into tiles and distributed cells into groups. Their algorithm used the camera view

to determine visible cells. Next, the algorithm partitioned the visible region along

the longest axis, assigning cells that are in the same screen space to the same

processor. This is done by having two lines at the end of each side of the longest

axis. The line moved into the opposite direction until there are N tiles, each

containing N cell. Finally, each tile was assigned to a processor. Their solution

achieved load balance by assigning N cells and N tiles to N processors. Figure 3

shows an example of the algorithm.

Garcia et al. [45] presented a hybrid algorithm, where they used an object

order distribution followed by an image order. Their algorithm classified processors

into clusters. Then data was distributed among different clusters using the object

order technique. At each cluster, pixels were distributed among processors of the

cluster using the image order technique. Next, communication happened between

the different clusters to perform the image compositing step and produce the final

image, thus reducing the communication cost. To reduce the memory requirement,

their algorithm used an interleaved loading method. Each processor loaded every

Nth row of the data, where N is the number of processors in the cluster. This
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meant that processors only had a partial data set to sample. Next, each processor

used this sub-data to produce its part of the image, where interpolation was used

for the missing rows. While this method reduced the memory cost, it came at

the cost of image quality and accuracy. Increasing the number of processors per

cluster had a direct impact on the final image accuracy. This method could be used

to explore new data, but it would not be accurate enough to use for generating

production images. In addition, load imbalance might still occur if the camera is

focused on a region of the data that belongs to one cluster.

While the solution presented by [41] reduced the potential of load imbalance,

this algorithm might not perform well in extreme camera conditions. For example,

when the camera is inside the volume. The solution provided by [42, 43] performs

better in these conditions, but it has additional communication cost in other

camera positions such as when the camera is in the middle. The solution presented

by [44] has an idle initialization time since all servers have to wait for the client

to do the screen space transformation and then assign work to servers. While this

algorithm might work on a small scale, it could perform poorly on a large scale.

Finally, the solution presented by [45] reduces the potential of load imbalance and

reduces the cost of the image compositing step. But load imbalance might still

occur if some clusters have more work than others due to the camera view focus.

Figure 3. Example execution of the hybrid partition algorithm [44].
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2.2.1.6 Summary. Table 1 shows a summary of the factors mentioned

in Section 2.2.1.2 and the best configuration for each of these factors using image

order and object order techniques. Each one of these factors impacts the choice

of the technique, but these factors should be all considered when choosing a

technique.

For example, [31], and [32] presented solutions to redistribute the workload

to avoid load imbalance when using image order for the zoomed out case. While

this could achieve good results when the size of the data is small, it could become

very expensive when the data size increases. Another example is [35] and [40]

solutions to reduce load imbalance for object order when the camera is inside the

volume. While their solution reduced imbalance they added an additional cost of

redistributing the data. Ma et al. [37] solution avoided this cost, but it could suffer

from load imbalance if the data has an unusual mesh, where the cell sizes differ in a

strange pattern.

As mentioned in Section 2.2.1.2 the performance depends on the number

of samples and the number of cells per processor. Load imbalance occurs when

there is an uneven distribution in one of them. The hybrid solutions combined both

image order and object order to limit the imbalance in these two factors. Thus they

can be viable alternatives to the two traditional techniques. While these solutions

improve performance and have better results, they still have some limitations or

additional costs.

2.2.1.7 Unstructured Data and Volume Rendering. An

unstructured mesh represents different cell sizes and sometimes different cell types

in an arbitrary order. Figure 4 shows an example of structured and unstructured

meshes. Unlike structured data, unstructured data does not have an implicit
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Table 1. Factors impacting the performance of parallel volume rendering, and the
best configuration for each of these factors using image order and object order

techniques.

Image Order Object Order

Camera Position zoom in zoom out
Moving Camera View No Yes

Image Size Large Small
Data size Small-Medium Large

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Example of (a) structured and (b) unstructured meshes.

indexing approach, and thus the cell connectivity information is not available. This

increases the complexity of volume rendering.

Different solutions have been proposed to reduce this cost. Ma [46] presented

an algorithm that computed the cell connectivity in a pre-processing step so it

would not impact the performance while rendering. Each processor performed

this step to acquire the cell connectivity information. In this step, the algorithm

specified the external faces, which are faces that are not shared between cells.

Next, the algorithm stored face-node, cell-face, and cell-node relationships in a

hierarchical data structure. The algorithm excluded the cells that were outside
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the camera view. Then, each processor sampled its data. For each ray, it entered

the volume from an external face, and the cell connectivity information was used

to determine the next cell. A ray exited the volume when it intersected a second

external face. Finally, the image compositing step was performed to exchange

samples between processors and produce the final image.

Max et al. [47] proposed an algorithm that used slicing. Three slices were

generated for each cell perpendicular to the X, Y, and Z axes. Depending on

the camera view, one of these slices was used. While sampling, the values were

computed using interpolation between the cell vertices. Next, the computed scalar

values were used as 1D texture coordinates to obtain the color. Finally, the slices

were rendered in back-to-front order, starting with slices that were furthest from

the camera. The colors of these slices were composited to produce the final color.

Larsen et al. [48] presented an algorithm where cells were sampled in

parallel using multi-threading. Cells were distributed among different processors.

Each processor created a buffer that has the size of Width × Height ×

NumberofSamplesperRay. Each processor sampled its cells in parallel and

samples were stored in the buffer. The index of each sample in the buffer was

computed depending on its screen space coordinates (x, y, z). Finally, in the image

compositing step, processors exchange samples, and samples of each ray were

composited to produce the final color.

The solution presented by Ma [46] had the additional cost of the pre-

processing step, which could become expensive when the data size is large. While

Max et al. [47] algorithm did not have this cost, their algorithm might have a

high cost at the compositing step. This is because their algorithm composited the

slices in a back-to-front order, which means they cannot use the early termination
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technique, mentioned in Section 2.2.1.1. The algorithm introduced by Larsen et

al. [48] could take advantage of the early termination techniques if the image

compositing was done in front-to-back. But their algorithm can suffer from high

memory cost if the size of the image (Width ×Height) is large and/or the number

of samples is large.

2.2.2 Contouring. One of the most used visualization techniques

is iso-contours. An iso-contour displays a line or a surface representing a certain

scalar value. This value is represented by an isoline in the case of 2D data or an

isosurface in the case of 3D data. For example, displaying the isosurface of the

density in a molecular simulation to represent the boundaries of atoms. There are

different techniques for isosurface extraction; the most commonly used is Marching

Cubes [49]. The marching cube method extracts a surface by computing triangles

depending on a set of cases. Iso-contour extraction is composed of two steps: 1)

the search step, and 2) the generation step. In the search step, the algorithm finds

the cells containing the isovalue. In the generation step, the algorithm generate

the isosurface triangles through interpolations of the cells scalar values. The

computational cost of this method increases with the size of the data set. A parallel

solution is therefore needed to process large data sets.

Out of core solutions have been proposed to handle large data sets. While

these solutions are useful, they add additional I/O costs. Chiang et al. [50]

presented an isosurface extraction algorithm that was an extension of a previous

work [51]. The extension included parallelizing the I/O operations and isosurface

extraction. Their work introduced a concept called meta-cells. Cells that are

spatially near each other were grouped into a meta-cell. Their algorithm used

a preprocessing step that partitioned the dataset into spatially coherent meta-
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cells. These meta-cells were similar in size. Thus the cost of reading these cells

from memory is similar. Each meta-cell had two lists: a list contained the vertices

information, and a list contained the information of the cells . For each vertex in

the first list, the algorithm stored x, y, z, and a scalar value. For each cell in the

second list, the algorithm stored pointers to the vertices of the cell. Using pointers

allowed the algorithm to avoid storing each vertex more than once for each meta-

cell. For each meta-cell, the algorithm computed meta-intervals, each meta-interval

stored min and max values. Next, the algorithm computed a binary-blocked I/O

(BBIO) interval tree, which is an indexing structure. The BBIO stored meta-

intervals and the meta-cell ID for each interval; this ID is a pointer to the meta-

cell. The algorithm stored the meta-cells and the BBIO on the disk. During run

time, the algorithm used the BBIO to find the meta-cells that intersected with

the isovalue. Next, the algorithm read meta-cells from disk one at a time and

generated the isosurface triangles. In their algorithm, they used a self-scheduling

technique [52], where one node acted as a client that assigned work to servers. The

client scanned the BBIO and determined the active meta-cells. Next, the client

maintained a queue of all active meta-cells. When servers had no more work, they

sent a request to the client to be assigned more work. Each server read meta-cells

from disk and computed isosurface triangles.

Another out of core solution was proposed by Zhang et al. [53]. Their

algorithm maintained load balance by decomposing the data depending on their

workloads. They used the contour spectrum [54] to get the workload information.

The contour spectrum is an interface that provided a workload histogram for

different isovalues. The algorithm reduced the I/O time by using a new model,

where instead of having one disk that can be accessed by different processors, each
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processor has a local disk. Thus different processors could read data from their

local disks in parallel. When a processor needed data from a remote disk, data

were sent by the owner processor. For each local disk, the algorithm built an I/O-

optimal interval tree [55] as an indexing structure. During run time, each processor

searched its local disk for active cells and computed isosurface triangles.

Additional challenges are arising when extracting an isosurface on an

Adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) data [56]. Different regions of simulation data

need different resolutions depending on the importance of accuracy in that region.

Adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) solves this by giving a finer mesh to regions

of interest. AMR data is a hierarchy of axis-aligned rectilinear grids which is

more memory efficient than using unstructured grid since it does not require

storing connectivity information. While AMR reduces memory cost, it can create

discontinuities at boundaries when transitioning between refinement levels, thus

causing cracks in the resulting isosurface. One way to prevent the formation of

these cracks is by creating transition regions between the different refinement

levels [57]. Generating such transition region is difficult because of the difference

of resolution between two grids and the hanging nodes (or T-junctions) caused by

this difference. Hanging nodes are nodes found at the border between two grids but

which only exist in the fine grid. Weber et al. [58] presented a solution that used

dual grids [59] to remove these discontinuities. Their implementation mapped the

grid from cell-centered to vertex-centered by using the cell centers as the vertices of

the vertex-centered dual grid. This resulted in a gap between the coarse grid and

the fine grids, which they solved by generating stitch cells between coarse and fine

regions. Figure 9 shows a 2D dual grid before and after stitch cell generation. The

approach used a case table to determine how to connect vertices to form suitable
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stitches. Performing isosurface extraction in parallel can lead to artifacts around

the boundaries of the different data blocks. This happens because a processor

does not necessarily own all the neighboring cells of its local cells. Instead, some

neighboring cells can be owned by other processors. Thus their algorithm used

ghost cells to avoid these artifacts. Since AMR data has different resolution levels,

the algorithm decomposed data into boxes, where each box had one level only.

Data was distributed among different processors and each processor performed the

iso-surface extraction and generated stitch cells for its local data.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. A Dual grid with three refinement levels. (a) Before stitch cell generation,
the original AMR grids are drawn in dashed lines and the dual grids in solid lines.

(b) After stitch cell generation [59].

The solution proposed by Chiang et al. [50] maintained load balance

by using the self-scheduling technique (one client assigns the work to all the

servers). However, this technique can become inefficient at large scale because

many servers have to communicate with a single client. This might lead to having

high communication cost. The solution proposed by Zhang et al. [53] used a pre-

processing step to guarantee load balance across processors. Despite the addition of
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a pre-processing step, high communication cost could still happen because of block

exchanges between processors which can be expensive for large data sets.

The solution proposed by Weber et al. [58] for AMR data is efficient, but

it is dependent on the existence of ghost data. In cases where ghost data was not

generated by the simulation code, it needs to be dynamically generated, which can

increase the total execution time.

2.3 Supporting Infrastructure

In this section, we discuss different supporting algorithms that are used in

parallel visualization.

2.3.1 Image Compositing. Image compositing is the final step of

parallel volume rendering when using the object order technique (Section 2.2.1.4).

The goal of this step is to order samples in the correct depth order to compute the

final pixel color. Image compositing includes two operations: 1) communicating

samples between processors, 2) compositing these samples to produce the color of

the pixel. Image compositing is expensive and can become the bottleneck of the

object order approach [34]. Thus several solutions have been proposed to reduce

the cost of this step. In this section, we survey and compare these solutions.

2.3.1.1 Image Compositing Methods. There are three main image

compositing methods: 1) direct send, 2) binary swap, and 3) radix-k.

The most straightforward method to implement is direct send [60], where

all processors communicated with each other. In this method, image pixels were

assigned to processors, where each processor was responsible for compositing a part

of the image. Depending on this assignment, processors exchanged data. Figure

6 shows an example of a direct send compositing between four processors. While
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direct send is easy to implement it could be inefficient with a large number of

processors since all processors are communicating with each other.

Another image compositing method is binary swap [36]. This method

required the number of processors to be a power of two. In this method, the

communication between processors happened in rounds. The algorithm performed

log2(N) rounds, where N is the number of processors. Processors communicated

in pairs, and each round the pairs were swapped. At each round, the size of the

exchanged tiles was reduced by half. Figure 7 shows an example of a binary swap

compositing between four processors. Binary swap reduced network congestion

and had good scalability [34], but it had the limitation of requiring the number

of processors to be a power of two. Thus an improved version, 2-3 swap, was

implemented by Yu et al. [61] to overcome this limitation. Their algorithm worked

with any number of processors and processors communicated in rounds. At each

round, processors were divided into groups of size two and three, and processors in

the same group communicated with each other.

This method had the flexibility in the number of processors while taking

advantage of the efficiency of the binary swap. Another improved version of binary

swap is 234 composite [62, 63]. Their solution used an elimination process named

3-2 and 2-1 [64] that was developed for optimizing reduction for a non-power of two

number of processors. The 234 compositing method divided processors into groups

of size three and four. For each round, a pair of processors exchanged half the

image. At the end of a round, all processors of the same group have communicated

and the result from each group is two halves of the image. The total number of

half images produced from all groups is a power of two. A binary swap method is

applied to collect these partial images into a full image.
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Peterka et al. [65] proposed another image compositing method known as

radix-k. Their method also performed communication in multiple rounds. At each

round, it defined a group size ki, where i is the current round. The multiplication

of the group sizes of all rounds is equal to N , where N is the number of processors.

For this algorithm, the product of all ki must be equal to N . At each round, each

processor was responsible for 1/k of the image.

Processors within a group communicated with each other using a direct

send. Figure 8 shows an example of a radix-k compositing between six processors.

This method avoided network congestion while providing the flexibility to work

with any number of processors.

Moreland et al. [66] introduced a technique named telescoping to deal with

non power of two number of processors. This technique grouped the largest power

of two processors and defined it as the largest group. Then it took the largest

power of two processors from the remaining processors and defined it as the second

largest group. This process continued until all the processors have been assigned to

a group. In each group, processors applied a compositing method, either binary

swap or radix-k. Next, the smallest group sent its data to the second smallest

group for compositing. The second smallest group did the compositing and sent the

data to the third smallest group. This continued until all the data was sent to the

largest group. They compared binary swap and radix-k using telescoping against

the traditional methods, and their results showed overall improvement.

Direct send is flexible and easy to implement. While it has been used in

several solutions, its performance can decrease when the number of processors is

large due to the increase in the number of messages. Binary swap and radix-k solve

this by allowing groups of processors to communicate at each round. Although this
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Figure 6. Image compositing using the Direct Send method between four
processors.

reduces the communication cost, it introduces a synchronization overhead at the

end of each round.

2.3.1.2 Image Compositing Optimization. While the previous

section focused on communication patterns for image compositing, in this section,

we discuss optimization methods that have been presented for the compositing

operation.

Active pixel encoding has been used to reduce the cost of image

compositing. When using active pixel encoding, the bounding box and opacity

information is used to mark inactive pixels. These pixels are removed to reduce the

cost of communicating and compositing. Using this technique showed improvement

in the performance in several solutions [67, 68, 69, 70, 71].

Load imbalance can increase the cost of image composing. This happens

when a part of the image contains more samples; thus the processor that owns

this part of the image has to do more work. Thus different solutions have been

proposed to reduce load imbalance. One of the methods used is interlace [30, 70],

where non-empty pixels are distributed among processors. The data pixels are

rearranged so that all processors have a similar workload. While the traditional

interlace technique has its advantage, it introduces an overhead at the final step
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Figure 7. Image compositing using the Binary Swap method between four
processors.

to arrange the pixels into their correct order and this overhead could be expensive

when the image size increases. To reduce this cost, Moreland et al. [66] proposed an

improvement. Their solution guaranteed the slices that are created during the data

rearrangement are equal to the final image partitions created by the compositing

method (binary swap or radix-k). Thus reducing the cost of pixels arrangement by

avoiding extra copies which would have been necessary if the slices sizes did not

match the final image partitions.

2.3.1.3 Image Compositing Comparative Studies. In this

section, we discuss some of the papers that compared different image compositing

methods.

Moreland et al. [66] compared the traditional binary swap method with

different factorings of radix-k, where the group size varies. They used the Image
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Figure 8. Image compositing using the Radix-k method between six processors and
k = [3, 2].

Composition Engine for Tiles (IceT) framework [72]. Their paper tested these

methods at scale and added an improvement that was mentioned in the previous

sections (Section 2.3.1.2). They compared binary swap and radix-k with these

improvements against the traditional implementations and their results showed

overall improvement.

Moreland [73] presented a paper where he compared different versions of

the binary swap with the IceT compositor [72], which uses telescoping and radix-

k. His paper focused on testing the performance when dealing with non-power of

two number of processors. Variations of binary swap included 2-3 swap [61], 234

swap [62, 63], telescoping [66], a naive method, and a reminder method. The first

three methods were discussed earlier in the section. The naive method finds the

largest number of processors that is a power of two. Then, the remaining processors
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send their data to processors that are in the group and stays idle for the rest of the

communication. The reminder method applies a 3-2 reduction to the remaining

processors which is similar to the one mentioned in 234 compositing [62]. He

ran each algorithm for multiple frames and different camera configurations. His

experiments showed better performance for the telescoping and reminder methods,

while the naive method performed poorly when dealing with a non-power of two

number of processors. Finally, IceT showed better performance than all versions of

binary swap.

2.3.1.4 Summary. There are two main factors impacting the

performance of image compositing: 1) the number of processors, 2) the distribution

of non-empty pixels, which is impacted by the camera position as mentioned in

Section 2.2.1.2.

While different compositing and optimization methods have been proposed

to improve the performance, sometimes paying the additional overheads introduced

for these methods can be more expensive. When the number of processors is small

enough, using direct send might result in better performance than using binary

swap or radix-k. Since the number of processors is small, the probability of network

congestion is low and thus it avoids the synchronization overhead introduced for

more complex methods. As the number of processors increases, paying the cost

of this overhead leads to better overall performance. If the distribution of non-

empty pixels is dense in one region of the image (zoomed out camera position), this

could lead to load imbalance. Thus using the optimization techniques mentioned

in Section 2.3.1.2 and paying the additional cost can be necessary to improve the

performance. Other cases show that simple solutions can be more efficient as well.

According to [66] findings, the overhead of interlace could be larger than the gain
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when using a small number of processors. Another example is presented in [73],

where the author showed that the reminder algorithm gives better performance

than other more complicated methods.

2.3.2 Ghost Data. Parallel visualization algorithms usually distribute

data among different processors, with each processor applying the algorithm

on its sub-data. Different visualization algorithms depend on the values of

neighboring cells, such as iso-contour extraction, and connected components.

For example, in the case of isosurface extraction, interpolating the scalar value

of a point depends on the scalar values of the neighboring cells. If a point is

located on the boundaries of the sub-data, the result of the interpolation will be

incomplete without considering the neighboring cells. Ghost data [74, 75] is used

to allow parallelization of such algorithms. Ghost data is an extra set of cells

added to the boundaries of the sub-data. These additional cells are usually only

used for computations at the boundaries but are not taken into account during

the rendering phase to avoid artifacts. For instance, in the case of iso surface

extraction, ghost cells are used to correctly interpolate scalar values on the cells at

the boundaries of the sub data, but the ghost cells themselves are not interpolated.

Different visualization tools support the use of ghost data, which has been

used in previous solutions for different visualization algorithms such as isosurfaces

[23, 22, 76, 58], particle advection [77], and connected components [78]. Ghost data

is usually generated by the simulation code and most of visualization tools do not

support the generation of the ghost data. Paraview provided a Data Decomposition

(D3) filter [79] that generated ghost data by repartitioning the data. Patchett

et al. [80] presented an algorithm to generate ghost data; this algorithm was

integrated into the Visualization Toolkit (VTK) [19]. Each processor exchanged
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its external boundaries information with all other processors. Next, each processor

compared its external boundaries with received external boundaries from all other

processors. If the processor found an intersection, it sent the cells to the processor

owning that boundary. Biddiscombe [81] presented an algorithm for generating

ghost data, where he integrated the partitioning library Zoltan [82] with VTK

and ParaView [23]. The algorithm provided the user with a selection of ghost cell

generation options.

2.3.3 Metadata. Many visualization systems use a data flow

framework. A data flow framework executes a pipeline of operations (or modules)

with data being transmitted between modules. A pipeline usually applies different

visualization algorithms known as filters. The optimization required to achieve

good performance for visualization algorithms varies from one algorithm to

another. It is important when optimizing to take into consideration the operations

performed through the pipeline. For this reason, visualization frameworks use

metadata, which is a brief description of the data that improves algorithms

execution. There are different forms of metadata [83] including regions, and

contracts.

Regions are a description of the spatial range of the whole data domain

and the spatial bounds of different blocks. This information can be updated by

the three pipeline passes [84] depending on the filters. For example, with a select

operation, only a specific region of the data is needed. The pipeline updates the

regions metadata so that only that part of the data is read.

Contract [14] is a data structure that provides optimization by allowing

each filter to declare its impact. The data structure has data members that define

constraints and optimizations. Each filter in the pipeline modifies this data member
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to make sure it contains its constraints and optimization requirements. Before

performing any of the filters, the contract is passed to each filter in the pipeline

starting from the last filter. After this process is done, filters are executed with

the required optimizations. Contracts can be used to specify different parameters,

such as identifying ghost data, cells to exclude, type of load balancing used by the

framework, etc. Different visualization tools used contracts in post-hoc [22] and in

situ [85, 86].

2.3.4 Delaunay tessellation. N-body simulations such as

cosmological or molecular dynamics simulations generate particles. However, it may

be necessary to derive a mesh from these particles to better analyze and visualize

certain properties. This is for instance, the case in cosmology simulation to

analyze the density of dark matter [87, 88] Delaunay tessellation [89] is a geometric

structure for creating a mesh from a set of points. Performing tessellation on large

simulations is computationally expensive and must be performed in parallel.

Peterka et al. [87, 88] presented an algorithm that performed tessellation

in parallel. Their algorithm distributed the data among different processors

which then exchanged needed neighboring points. Each processor computed

the tessellation using one of two libraries Qhull [90], or CGAL [91]. Then, each

processor wrote the results to memory. To balance the number of points per

block, a solution was proposed by Morozov et al. [92] where they used kD tree

decomposition.

2.3.5 Out of Core. Out of core algorithms [93, 94] (external-memory

algorithms) have been used to allow visualization of large data that does not fit

into the main memory. In out of core solutions, data is divided into pieces that can

fit into main memory. An out of core algorithm reads and processes one piece of
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data at a time. This process is known as streaming. There are two paradigms of

out of core solutions [94]: 1) batched computations, and 2) on-line computations.

In the batched computation paradigm, there is no pre-processing step, and the

entire data is streamed one piece at a time. In the on-line computation paradigm, a

pre-processing step is performed, and the data is organized into a data structure to

improve the search process. Using the on-line computation paradigm is effective for

visualization since usually only a portion of the data contributes to the final result.

Different pre-processing techniques have been used to improve I/O efficiency.

These techniques include meta-cells [50], and binary-blocked I/O interval tree

(BBIO Tree) [51, 95].

The out of core model has been used in several visualization algorithms such

as particle advection [96, 97, 98], and isosurfaces [50, 53]. It is also used by many

visualization tools such as VisIt [22], VTK [19], Paraview [23], and the Insight

Toolkit (ITK) [99].

2.3.6 Usage of Visualization Systems. Modern visualization

tools such as Paraview or VisIt support three different modes. The first one is a

client-server model, where the user runs a lightweight client on a local machine

and connects to a server (supercomputer) that hosts the data. The computations

are performed on the server and visualization is streamed back (geometry or

images) to the client machine for display. The second mode executes the entire

pipeline in batch without displaying the visualization and saves images on the

supercomputer. Finally, the third mode is using the local machine of the scientist

exclusively. Data is transferred from the supercomputer to a local machine to

execute the visualization pipeline and explore data. Even though this mode might

be convenient for the end user, it is often not practical anymore due to the extreme
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size of today’s data sets which prevent moving data outside of the supercomputer.

Additionally, a local machine or small cluster would not have the computational

power and/or memory to process data in a timely manner.

2.3.7 Hybrid Parallelism. Hybrid parallelism refers to the use of

both distributed- and shared-memory techniques. A distributed memory algorithm

runs multiple tasks across multiple nodes in parallel and tasks communicate via

the message passing interface (MPI) [100]. Multiple tasks can be running on the

same node, usually one MPI task per core. A hybrid parallel algorithm run a

fewer number of tasks per node (usually one per node) and use the remaining

cores via threading using OpenMP [101], or POSIX [102]. Threads on the same

node share the same memory, which allows for optimization. It is possible to take

advantage of multicore CPUs with MPI only by running multiple MPI tasks per

node. However, the threading programming model has proven to be more efficient.

It requires less memory footprint and performs less inter-chip communication.

Hybrid parallelism showed improved performance for volume rendering [103, 104],

and particle advection [105, 106].
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CHAPTER III

PARALLEL PARTICLE ADVECTION ALGORITHMS

Parts of the text in this chapter came from my area exam, which received

editing suggestions from Hank Childs.

This chapter describes the foundations of particle advection (Section 3.1),

the parallel particle advection algorithms studied in this dissertation (Section 3.2),

and discusses other research done on parallel particle advection (Section 3.3).

3.1 Foundations

This section provides an overview of the particle advection technique.

Advection is the process of moving a massless particle depending on a vector

field. This results in an integral curve (IC), which represents the trajectory the

particle travels in a sequence of advection steps from the seed location to the final

particle location. Particle advection is a fundamental building block for many flow

visualization algorithms [107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112].

3.1.1 Integration Methods. Integral curves can be calculated in an

approximated form using numerical integration methods [113]. The complete IC is

calculated on a sequence of advection steps until reaching the maximum number

of steps or exiting the data. At each step, a part of the curve is computed between

the previous particle location and the current. The vector field around the current

location is used to determine the direction of the next location.

There are different methods to calculate the next location. The Euler

method [113] is the simplest and least expensive method. It uses only the vector

field of the current location to calculate the next location. Equation 3.1 shows

the Euler method, where pi+1 is the next location of the particle, pi is the current

location of the particle, h is the length of the advection step, and v(ti, pi) is the
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vector field value at the current location at the current time step. Runge Kutta

(RK) [1] is a higher order method that uses Euler in its steps. There are different

orders of the method; the most commonly used is the 4th order method referred

to as RK4. Using RK4 produces more accurate results than Euler, but it is more

expensive since it uses more points. Equation 3.2 shows the RK4 method, where

pi+1 is the next location of the particle, pi is the current location of the particle, h

is the advection step, and v(ti, pi) is the vector field value at the current location

at the current time step. In both methods, as the advection step size decreases the

accuracy of the trajectory increases, as well as the complexity. And as the total

number of advection steps increases, the accuracy of the trajectory increases as well

as the complexity.

pi+1 = pi + h× v(ti pi) (3.1)

pi+1 = pi +
1

6
× h× (k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4)

k1 = v(ti pi)

k2 = v(ti +
h

2
+ pi +

h

2
× k1)

k3 = v(ti +
h

2
+ pi +

h

2
× k2)

k4 = v(ti + h + pi + h× k3)

(3.2)

3.1.2 Parallelization Overview. Particle advection is

computationally expensive, and this cost increases when the data size is large

and exceeds the limits of a single machine, which leads to distributing the data

across multiple nodes. To advect a particle, the algorithm needs to have the needed

data block on the same node as the particle. There are two main parallelization
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(a) (b)

Figure 9. The distribution of work between 4 ranks using the two main parallel
particle advection algorithms, (a) parallelize over data, (b) parallelize over particles.

techniques [105]: 1) parallelizing over data (see Section 3.2.1), and 2) parallelizing

over particles (see Section 3.2.2). Figure 9 shows the distribution of work in the

two algorithms. All additional parallel particle advection algorithms proposed to

date are either an extension of one of these two or a hybrid between them. In this

section, we start by discussing the challenges of parallel particle advection.

The efficiency of the parallelization algorithm can vary based on the

characteristics of the workload and the computational resources available (number

of nodes, memory per node, etc). We identified four main factors impacting the

efficiency of these algorithms:

– Data set size: A given data set can be small enough to fit the main

memory of a node or not. If the data set is small enough, it allows data to

be replicated among nodes and favors the distribution of particles (parallelize

over particles). As the size of the data increases, distributing data becomes

necessary, thus parallelizing over data might lead to better performance.

Another consideration is the number of cells per rank. Depending on the

size of the memory, there is a limit on how many cells each rank can store.
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The number of cells per block has to be small enough to fit into memory. But

large enough to reduce the number of disk reads.

– Total number of advection steps: When the number of total advection

steps needs to be computed is large, the computation complexity increases

and thus distributing this complexity is important. If that number is small,

then it is better to distribute the data (parallelize over data) to reduce the

I/O cost.

– Particles distribution: Particles can be located in a region of the data

(dense) or be more scattered (sparse). If the particle distribution is dense,

only a subset of the data set will be required, reducing significantly the cost

of I/O. This setup is more favorable to parallelize over particle because in

the case of parallelizing over data only a small number of nodes would work.

On the over hand, if the particles are spread out (sparse) and cover the

whole data set, the cost of I/O will become more significant. In this case,

parallelizing over data would be more favorable to limit the cost of I/O.

– Number of MPI ranks: Distributing the workload among multiple MPI

ranks increases the amount of computational power and memory available.

This can reduce the number of I/O operations necessary as more data can be

stored in memory and the number of particles per rank is reduced. However,

additional communications may also be required to better load balance the

workload.

3.2 Studied Parallel Particle Advection Algorithms

In this dissertation we study four of the most used parallel particle

advection algorithms, which are described in this section.
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3.2.1 Parallelize-Over-Data Algorithm (POD). Parallelize over

data was introduced first by Sujudi and Haimes [114]. In this method, data is

distributed between different nodes. Each node advects the particles located at

its block until they exit the block or terminate. When a particle leaves the current

data block, the particle is communicated to the node that owns the needed data

block.

This technique reduces the cost of I/O which is more expensive than the

cost of computation. While this technique performs well for uniform vector fields

and sparse particles distribution, it can lead to load imbalance in other situations.

This technique is sensitive to particles distribution and vector field complexity.

Particles distribution can impact this method negatively in cases where the

particles are located in a certain region of the data. Thus load imbalance might

occur due to the unequal work distribution. In cases where the vector field is

circular, the communication cost can increase. Examples of both cases are discussed

in Section 3.1.2.

3.2.2 Parallelize-Over-Particles Algorithm (POP). In this

technique, particles are distributed across different nodes. Particles are sorted

spatially before distributing them to different nodes to enhance spatial locality.

Each node advects its particles and loads data blocks as needed. To minimize the

cost of I/O, a node advects all particles that belong to the loaded block until the

particles are on the boundaries of the block. This technique needs to cache blocks,

and frequently uses the least-recently used (LRU) approach. If there is not enough

space when a new block is loaded, the least recently used block is discarded. Each

node terminates when all its active particles are terminated.
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Camp et al., [115] used an extended memory hierarchy to reduce the cost of

I/O. In their solution, data was stored in solid state drives (SSDs) and local hard

drives instead of the file system. The algorithm treats SSDs as a cache where data

blocks are loaded. Since the cache can hold a smaller amount of data than memory,

blocks are removed in a LRU mechanism when exceeding the maximum specified

number of blocks. When a data block is not found in cache, the algorithm checks

local hard drives before accessing the file system. This extended hierarchy increased

the size of the cache which leads to less disk access and thus reducing the I/O cost.

3.2.3 Work Requesting Algorithm (WOR). While the parallelize

over particles algorithm ensures having equal number of particles accross different

nodes, the workload might still be unbalanced. This is because particles might have

different advection steps (some particles terminated early) or the I/O cost of some

workloads are higher than others. To guarantee equal workload, different parallel

particle advection algorithms used dynamic load balancing methods. One of the

load balancing methods is based on a work requesting [116]. This algorithm is an

extension of the parallelize over particles algorithm. Similarly, the algorithm starts

by diving and distributing a set of seed points equally across multiple nodes. Each

node advects its particles and load data on demand. In this algorithm, when a node

has no more work, it requests particles from another node. The requesting node is

called a thief and the other node is called a victim.

3.2.4 Master/Worker Algorithm (MW). Both parallelize over

data and parallelize over particles have limitations as presented in Sections 3.2.1,

and 3.2.2. Hybrid solutions have been proposed to address these limitations and

maintain load balance while reducing additional costs.
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Pugmire et al. [105] proposed a hybrid solution known as the

master/worker. In their algorithm, nodes were divided into groups, where each

group had a master. The algorithm partitioned the data statically and loaded

data blocks on demand. The master distributed particles between the workers

and monitored the workload to ensure load balance. When a node needed a data

block, the master followed a set of rules to decide whether the worker should load

the block or send the particle to another worker. Their algorithm showed better

performance than both traditional parallelization techniques and has been used in

the VisIt framework [22].

3.3 Other Parallel Particle Advection Algorithms

In this section, we survey other parallel particle advection solutions that we

do not study in this dissertation.

3.3.1 Extensions to the Parallelize-Over-Data Algorithm.

Different solutions have been presented to avoid load imbalance that might occur

when using the parallelize over data algorithm (see Section 3.1.2). Peterka et al.

[117] presented a solution that used round-robin block assignment to guarantee that

nodes are assigned blocks in different locations. Their solution eliminates the load

imbalance that could occur in cases where particles are located in a certain region

of the data. While their method can reduce load imbalance, it can also increase the

communication cost.

Different solutions have used a pre-processing step to maintain load balance.

Chen et al. [118] presented an algorithm that reduced communication cost. Their

solution considered the particles distribution and the vector field while partitioning

the data into blocks. Their method partitioned the data depending on the vector

field direction, thus reducing I/O cost.
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Another solution that considered vector field was presented by Yu et al.

[119]. Their solution clustered data based on their vector field similarity. Next, the

algorithm computed a workload estimation for each cluster. This estimation was

used while distributing the data among nodes.

Nouanesengsy et al. [120] presented a method that also used a pre-

processing step. Their algorithm used a pre-processing step to estimate the

workload of each block using the advection of the initial particles. The results

from the pre-processing step were used to distribute the work among nodes. Each

node was assigned a percentage of the work of each block. Blocks are loaded to all

nodes that share the workload of the block. Their solution maintained load balance

and improved performance. While these solutions resulted in better load balance,

they introduced a new cost which is the pre-processing step. This cost can become

expensive when the data size is large.

While the round robin solution presented in [117] was simple, it did show

good results. This solution is sensitive to particles distribution and vector field

complexity. The algorithm did reduce the potential of load imbalance when the

particle distribution is dense, but it might still occur if the data size is large and

a small region of the data has all the particles. This will lead to a small group

of nodes doing all the work If the vector field is complex, such as circular, the

communication cost can become expensive, and if the vector field has a critical

point, this will lead to load imbalance.

Using a pre-processing step to distribute the workload among nodes can

improve performance. While these solutions [118, 119, 120] can lead to better

load balance, the cost of the pre-processing step might be expensive leading to

reduced overall performance. This cost increases when the data size is large, and
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most likely the pre-processing step has to be performed by different nodes, thus

introducing additional communication cost. Paying the additional cost might not

lead to improved overall performance especially when the number of particles is

small.

3.3.2 Extensions to the Parallelize over Particles Algorithm.

Different solutions have been presented to avoid load imbalance that might

occur when using the parallelize over particles algorithm (see Section 3.1.2). One

solution used a work stealing approach [121]. In this approach, once a node is done

advecting its particles it steals particles from another busy node. The node stealing

the particles is called a thief, and the other node is called a victim. Each node

stores its particles in a queue, the thief node transfer particles from the victim’s

queue. The most common approach to choose a victim is randomly [4]. Work

stealing showed good results but it is difficult to implement.

Other solutions used k-d tree decomposition to balance the workload during

run time. Morozov et al. [92] presented a solution that used k-d tree decomposition

to redistribute workload. Their algorithm checked for active particles at regular

time intervals. Active particles are divided into groups, where all groups have the

same workload. Next, each node was assigned a group. While this method achieved

load balance, it required access to the entire data set, which can increase the I/O

and memory cost. Zhang et al. [77] proposed a solution to avoid this cost. Their

algorithm assigned a data block with ghost layers to each node before run time.

When the algorithm performed the particles decomposition, it considered the data

blocks assignment. Thus each node received particles which were in its data block.

Their results showed improved load balance while maintaining the cost of I/O.
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Since this technique loads data on demand, the cost of I/O dominates most

of the run time. Data prefetching [122, 123] has been used to reduce this cost.

The idea of data prefetching is to load the next predicted needed data block while

advecting the current particles to hide the I/O cost. Since the performance of this

method depends on the accuracy of the prediction, the I/O access patterns are

stored. Several solutions [96, 97, 98] have computed an access dependency graph to

improve prediction accuracy. They performed a pre-processing step to compute the

graph.

The most expensive step in parallelize over particles is I/O [124]. While

several solutions [96, 97, 98] reduced this cost by using prediction to apply

prefetching, they introduced additional costs and these cost increases as the data

size and/or the number of particles increase. Camp et al., [115] reduced the I/O

cost but the algorithm can still suffer from load imbalance if the advection steps

vary between nodes. The solution suggested by [116] avoided load imbalance but

at the cost of additional communications. While dynamic load balancing [92, 77]

avoided the cost of pre-processing and it considered the change in the vector field,

it added an additional cost of redistributing particles. This cost could increase

when the number of particles is large.

3.3.3 Other Hybrid Algorithms. Hybrid solutions have been

proposed to address these limitations that both parallelize over data and parallelize

over particles have individually. DStep [125] is a hybrid solution. They used a

static round robin to assign the data blocks to nodes. Nodes were divided into

groups, where each group had workers and had a communicator node (master).

The algorithm stored particles in a queue, and the communicator assigned particles

to nodes depending on their workloads. Nodes of the same group can communicate
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and send particles, and communicators of each group exchange particles between

different groups. Their algorithm showed scalability and has been used in several

implementations [126, 127, 128].

Lu et al. [129] presented another hybrid solution to compute stream surfaces

(Section 3.3.4). A stream surface is a union of streamlines (particles trajectories)

connected to form a surface. Their solution distributed data blocks among nodes.

Next, particles were distributed among nodes in segments, where a segment is a

part of the surface that is computed between two particles. Each nodes had a

queue that stored the assigned segments. During run time, when a node needed

a data block, it requested it from the node that owns the block. To make sure the

load is balanced if particles of a segment diverge, the segment was divided into two

segments and pushed to the node queue. When a node was idle, it acquired more

work by stealing work from other nodes. Their results showed load balance and

good scalability.

Hybrid solutions reduce load imbalance, but they are more complicated to

implement, and they introduce additional costs. The solution presented by Pugmire

et al. [105] does not require a pre-processing step, and it avoids redistributing the

data. The algorithm showed better results than traditional techniques but it could

still suffer from high I/O cost since it loads data on demand. Algorithms based

on a master/worker design [105, 125] can perform poorly when the number of

nodes is small, and the number of particles is large. This is because not all nodes

are performing computation (advection). When the number of nodes is large,

the communication between workers and masters can become a bottleneck, thus

finding the correct group size can impact the performance. DStep [125] lowered

the potential of the communication congestion between the workers and master by
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allowing nodes of one group to communicate directly. The solution proposed by Lu

et al. [129] avoided this communication congestion, but it had the additional cost of

communicating data blocks between nodes.

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5

(b) A Stream Sufrace (c) Pathlines

(d) A Streakline (e) A Timeline

(a) Streamlines

Figure 10. Different flow visualization algorithms that use particle advection.

3.3.4 Flow Visualization Algorithms. As mentioned previously,

particle advection is used in many flow visualization algorithms. In this section,

we give a brief description of some of these flow visualization algorithms, such as

streamlines, pathlines, streaklines, timelines, and stream surfaces. A streamline

[118, 106, 96, 105, 120, 117] is the trajectory of the particle from the seed

location to the final location. Streamlines are the basis of other flow visualization

algorithms. A pathline [119, 97, 98] is the trace of a particle through a period of

time. Each pathline shows the moment of a certain particle through multiple time

steps. A streakline is a line that connects the positions of different particles that
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passed a certain point. A timeline is a time that connects adjacent particles at a

given time. A stream surface [130, 129] is a union of streamlines connected to form

a surface. Figure 10 shows these different flow visualization algorithms. The most

commonly used algorithms in scientific visualization are streamlines, pathlines, and

stream surfaces.

As mentioned before, pathlines are traces of particles over time. This means

that for each particle the algorithm is computing an additional value (three points

for position and one for time), which increases the computational cost. In time

varying data set, an additional challenge arises since particles might move from

one block to another over time. Thus the change over time has to be taken into

consideration. Yu et al. [119] presented a solution that used parallelize over data

technique. Their algorithm considered time as a fourth dimension and performed

a clustering based on the vector field similarity. Processors were assigned clusters

depending on their workload, thus guaranteeing load balance over time.

The default setup for storing time varying data is to store each time step

separately. Since a pathline algorithm computes the location of the next position

in the next time step, the algorithm will need to access a different file with every

integration step if parallelize over particles technique is used. This increases the

I/O cost and might result in poor performance.

Chen et al. [97] presented an algorithm that reordered the storing of

time varying flow data. Their algorithm used parallelize over particles technique

and used data prefetching to load data blocks. The algorithm performed a pre-

processing step to optimize the file layout and enhance the accuracy of prefetching.

They divided the data into spatial blocks depending on their spatial locality. Next,

particles that were in the same spatial block but in sequential time steps were
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grouped into a time block. In the pre-processing step, the algorithm computed

an access dependency graph [96]. This graph was used to store time blocks and

enhance data prefetching accuracy. Another solution that used access dependency

graph to reduce I/O cost was presented by Chenet al. [98]. Their algorithm

computed this graph in a pre-processing step, and grouped particles to the same

block depending on their trajectories similarity. During run time, at each time

step, nodes advected particles in groups. They are thus reducing the number of

I/O operations.

Stream surfaces are computed using a front-advancing approach that

was introduced by Hultquist [108] and used by other serial stream surfaces

solutions [109, 110]. In this approach, the algorithm started by placing the

seeding curve, which are the initial particles. Next, these particles are advected

forming streamlines. An arc is created between adjacent pairs of streamlines; these

arcs result in a stream surface. The computation of the surface depends on the

advection of the particles at the front of the surface. New particles are inserted

or deleted depending on the divergence or convergence of the surface. There are

additional challenges when parallelizing stream surfaces. For example, when the

particles in the front of the surface diverge, new particles needs to be added. This

adds to the workload of the node owning that segment of the surface, which can

lead to load imbalance. To reduce the potential of load imbalance,

Lu et al. [129] presented an efficient solution that used work stealing

technique to balance the work between nodes. The algorithm is a hybrid between

parallelize over data and parallelize over particles. Their solution divided the

curve into segments that are distributed among nodes. Each node stored the

segments in a queue and advected the particles in its segments. When the surface
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diverges and new particles are added, the algorithm formed new segments and

inserted them to the node queue. When a node has no segments left, it requested

segments from another node. Camp et al. [130] presented another solution for

stream surfaces. However, their solution did not apply the front-advancing

approach. Instead, their algorithm computed streamlines independently (regardless

of the parallelization technique) and created the surface between these lines

(triangulation) after advection. After the advection step, the algorithm performed

an adaptive refinement check. If the distance between adjacent streamlines was

larger than a given threshold, a new particle was inserted. This new workload was

distributed between nodes (regardless of the parallelization technique) to perform

the advection. Their algorithm reduced the potential load imbalance caused by the

additional inserted particles.
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Part II

Improving Individual Parallel

Particle Advection Algorithms
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This part of the dissertation discusses our improvements of current parallel

particle advection algorithms.
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CHAPTER IV

BEST PRACTICES AND IMPROVEMENTS TO THE PARALLEL

ALGORITHMS

Parts of this chapter’s text comes from comes from [8], which was a

collaboration between David Pugmire (ORNL), Boyana Norris (UO), Hank

Childs (UO), and myself. I am the first author of this publication and I wrote the

majority of the paper, Hank Childs did significant editing, and Dave Pugmire did

some review and editing. Boyana Norris provided the idea that started this work

and provided feedback for the paper. I was the main implementer of the software

for this study, but used a code base that David Pugmire contributed to. Hank

Childs assisted in analyzing results.

This chapter describes the best practices for the individual parallel particle

advection algorithms. We studied the different parallelization algorithms and their

implementations and looked for the best practices presented in previous solutions in

addition to possible improvements (Section 4.1). We also propose an improvement

for one of the main parallel particle advection algorithms by integrating a

scheduling method that has been used successfully in the HPC community

(Section 4.2). Our results show that our proposed algorithm consistently improves

the performance compared to traditional approaches.

4.1 Parallel Particle Advection Best Practices

In this section, we describe two best practices that have helped us optimize

performance for our bake off study.

The first best practice is to incorporate shared-memory parallelism. We use

the Many-Core Visualization Toolkit (VTK-m) [2, 3] library for shared-memory

parallelism. It is a platform-portable library that provides efficient implementations
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of data-parallel primitives (DPPs) for different platforms. Using DPPs allows

users to write a single DPP-based code for their algorithms that runs efficiently

on different platforms, eliminating the need to rewrite the same code for different

platform architecture.

The second best practice informs setting of the cache size. For all parallel

particle advection algorithms that loads data on demand, blocks are removed

from cache when the maximum number of blocks is exceeded. We adapted the

settings presented by Camp et al. [115], while taking into account the data size

and hardware differences between their study and ours. For our bake-off study, we

allow 25 blocks per node, where each block has approximately two million cells.

4.2 A Lifeline-Based Approach for Work Requesting and Parallel

Particle Advection

4.2.1 Motivation. One pitfall for POP (see Section 3.2.2) is that

it suffers from idle time when some nodes finish their calculations before others.

An important optimization for POP is to incorporate work requesting (see

Section 3.2.3.) Work requesting is designed to minimize idle time — nodes that

finish their calculations communicate with others nodes and request that they

share some of their work. Work requesting incorporates an underlying scheduling

method, and previous work has incorporated the Random Scheduling Method

(RSM) [116, 131].

With this work, we introduce a new algorithm for work requesting parallel

particle advection. Our improvement is to incorporate the Lifeline scheduling

method (LSM). LSM is currently the high-performance computing community’s

preferred scheduling method for work requesting [5, 6, 7]. Our findings show that,

for parallel particle advection, LSM is superior to RSM in all cases, and reduces
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inefficiency by significant amounts. Finally, since we discovered that RSM has

some fundamental limitations for particle advection problems, we also introduce

an extension to RSM to request work from multiple victims, which we refer to

as RSM-N (N victims). That said, we find with our experiments that RSM-5 (5

victims) is also inferior to LSM.

4.2.2 Related Work. Previous work requesting for particle advection

solutions used random scheduling [4]. Several works in the high-performance

computing community showed improved performance over random using a Lifeline-

based scheduling method [5, 6, 7], which was introduced by Saraswat et al. [5].

In our algorithm, we replace the traditional random scheduling with the lifeline

scheduling method.

The Lifeline approach begins similarly to the random scheduling method,

in that the thief node attempts some number of random steals, w. But the lifeline

algorithm differs in how to proceed if the first w steals all fail (i.e., did not result

in work being returned from the victim, because the victim also has no work).

Instead, the node consults its lifelines (i.e., a list of compute nodes) to ask for

work. What differentiates a lifeline steal from a regular steal is that lifeline is then

engaged on behalf of the thief to find work. Each of the lifelines will store the thief

as an “incoming” lifeline. When those lifelines search for work themselves, they will

share the work with the thief.

The key to the Lifeline approach is the “Lifeline graph,” which directs a

thief node to use specific nodes as lifelines.

The lifeline graph is a fully-connected directed graph, where graph vertices

are compute nodes on the supercomputer and edges are lifelines. This graph must

guarantee that there is a path from each node with work to all other nodes. The
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simplest way to create one lifeline for each node is to create a circular graph where

the lifeline of the rank ID p is (p + 1)%N , with N the number of ranks. This

simple method is not acceptable in practice, though, since it will result in poor

performance at scale. This is because the distance between two nodes is on average

N
2

with N the total number of nodes. This means that requesting work to a victim

would require on average N
2

communications, which is inefficient.

Instead, the Lifeline algorithm used a cyclic hypercubes graph to calculate

the lifelines. This guarantees that the graph is connected, has a low diameter, and

each vertex has a bound on the number of out edges. To calculate the lifelines of

nodes, the user has to choose a base h and a power z, with the constraint hz−1 <

N ≤ hz, where N is the number of compute nodes. Each node is represented as

a number in base h with z digits, and has an outgoing edge to every node that is

distance +1 from it in the Manhattan distance. Figure 11 shows a lifeline graph for

of four nodes, with base h = 2, and power z = 2, each node has two lifelines. Full

details on the method can be found in the paper by Saraswat et al.[5]

00 01

10 11

Figure 11. A lifeline graph of 4 nodes, with base = 2 and power = 2. Each node is
represented in a base of 2 and has two lifelines. For each node, the outgoing arrows

points to its lifelines.
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4.2.3 Our Lifeline Algorithm. This section describes our lifeline-

based algorithm, as well as other algorithms we compare against. It is organized as

follows:

– Section 4.2.3.1 describes foundational concepts.

– Section 4.2.3.2 describes two existing algorithms — POP and RSM.

– Section 4.2.3.3 describes our LSM algorithm.

– Section 4.2.3.4 describes an extension to RSM to include more victims (RSM-

N); this algorithm allows us to evaluate lifeline better.

4.2.3.1 Foundational Algorithmic Concepts. All four algorithms

described share common elements. First, they each begin by dividing the set of P

seed points over its N compute nodes, giving each node P
N

seed points to operate

on. Each node then executes the same program, differing only in the seed points

they begin with, and the algorithm completes when all particle trajectories are

calculated. In the sections that follow, the pseudocode listed describes the program

that runs identically on each node.

The pseudocode for our four algorithms use the following building blocks:

– Particle: a data structure that contains the particle to be advected through

the flow field. This data structure contains the current location of the

particle. It can optionally hold the previous locations of the particle (i.e.,

the trajectory) .

– ParticleArray: a data structure that contains an array of Particles.

– ArrayOfParticleArrays: a data structure that contains an array of

ParticleArrays. For example, an ArrayOfParticleArrays with 10 entries would
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contain 10 ParticleArrays, with each of the 10 ParticleArrays containing a

varying number of particles.

– SortParticleByBlock(): a function that sorts Particles by the ID of the block

that contains the particles. This generates an ArrayOfParticleArrays where

the ParticleArray at index i contains the Particles that lie within block i.

– ObtainBlock(): a function that determines the needed block and reads it from

cache or disk. The function first checks if the block is already available in

cache. If not, it loads the necessary block and places it in cache. The size of

the cache changes depending on the size of the data.

– Advect(): a function that advects the Particles of a ParticleArray until they

exit the current block or terminate. This function returns a 2-tuple — the

first element is a ParticleArray containing completed Particles and the second

element is a ParticleArray containing Particles that exited the current data

block.

– CheckForIncomingMessages(): a function that checks for incoming messages

from other nodes. These messages can be work requests from other nodes or

notifications of particle terminations.

– SendWork(): a function that sends half of its workload to the thief if it has

any work, or sends back a “no work” message.

– RequestWork(): a function that requests work from another node.

4.2.3.2 Existing Algorithms. This section describes two existing

algorithms used as comparators for our study: POP and Work Requesting using

the RSM.
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for the Parallelize-Over-Particles algorithm (POP).

1: function POP-Advect(ParticleArray pv)
2: keepGoing ← true
3: ArrayOfParticleArrays pva[NUMBLOCKS]
4: pva← SortParticlesByBlock(pv)
5: allCompletedParticles← ∅
6: while keepGoing do
7: contParticles← ∅
8: for i in NUMBLOCKS do
9: if pva[i].size() > 0 then
10: Block b← ObtainBlock(i)
11: ParticleArray completed, continuing
12: (completed, continuing)← Advect(pva[i], b)
13: allCompletedParticles + = completed
14: contParticles + = continuing
15: end if
16: end for
17: if contParticles.size() > 0 then
18: pva← SortParticlesByBlock(contParticles)
19: else
20: keepGoing ← false
21: end if
22: end while
23: end function

Parallelize-Over-Particles. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for POP. The

algorithm starts by sorting particles by block. Then it reads the needed data blocks

either from cache or disk. Next, the algorithm advects the particles located in the

current data block until they terminate or exit the current block. When particles

exit their current data blocks, they are stored in an array to be processed in the

next iteration.

Even though the algorithm divides seeds equally between nodes, it does

not guarantee an equal workload on each node. That is because nodes might load

different number of blocks or have different number of advection steps, due to the

nature of the vector field and placement of assigned seeds. For example, if the
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vector field has critical points attracting the particles toward them, the workload

of the node depends on the placement of its assigned seeds. Nodes that have seeds

located near the critical points will need fewer block than particles that are far

from the critical point.

Work Requesting using the Random Scheduling Method. Algorithm 2

shows the pseudocode of RSM. The algorithm begins with each node executing the

POP algorithm as described in Section 4.2.3.2.

The algorithm is different, however, in how it proceeds when a node finishes

its work. In this case, it sends a work request to another node. Again, the node

stealing the particles is referred to as thief and the other node is referred to as

victim. RSM chooses a victim randomly [4]. If the victim has work, it sends half

of its workload to the thief. Otherwise, it sends a “no work” message to the thief.

In that case, the thief selects another victim randomly.

To optimize I/O, the algorithm sorts particles by block before sending work.

This reduces the number of blocks that need to be accessed.

4.2.3.3 Our Lifeline-Based Algorithm. This section describes our

particle advection Lifeline-Based algorithm. Algorithm 3 shows the pseudocode

of LSM. LSM shares most of the steps of RSM, with the main difference between

them being the scheduling method.

In this algorithm, the thief performs w random steals, where the victims

are chosen randomly, and w is a user specified parameter. If no work is found after

w attempts, the thief requests work from its lifelines. The lifelines are computed

using a lifeline graph following the rules mentioned in Section 4.2.2. If the victim

does not have any work, it requests work for its lifelines recursively. After the thief

requests the work from its lifelines, it remains idle.
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(a) (d)(c)(b)

Figure 12. Streamlines visualization for the four data sets: (a) Fishtank, (b)
Fusion, (c) Astro, (d) RadialExpansion.

When a node receives work, it checks for incoming lifelines; if it has any,

then it sends work.

Similar to RSM, the algorithm sorts its particles by block before dividing

the workload among lifelines, to reduce I/O cost.

The number of lifelines for each node impacts the performance of LSM. If

the number of lifelines is small, it might lead to a higher idle time. On the other

hand, if the number of lifelines is large, it might increase the communication cost.

4.2.3.4 RSM-N: Extending RSM For Multiple Victims.

For evaluation purposes, we also made a straightforward extension to the RSM

algorithm, namely, to request work from multiple victims.

To conduct a fair comparison between the two scheduling methods, we

adapted RSM to allow the thief to request work from the same number of victims

as LSM. If no work is found, the thief chooses a new group of random victims.

4.2.4 Experiments. This section describes the details, which

compares the four algorithms described in Section 4.2.3: POP, RSM, RSM-N, and

LSM. The additional factors considered in this study are described in the following

subsection.
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4.2.4.1 Algorithm Comparison Factors. Our study is composed of

seven phases. The first phase considers one workload in depth, comparing the four

algorithms. In the other six phases, one of six factors is varied, while holding the

other five constant. The six factors are:

– Data set (4 options)

– Number of particles (4 options)

– Maximum advection steps (i.e., duration of particle) (4 options)

– Number of blocks (5 options)

– Number of cells per block (3 options)

– Number of MPI tasks (3 options)

In total, we considered 23 (= 4 + 4 + 4 + 5 + 3 + 3) configurations. We

tested each configuration with all four algorithms, meaning 92 experiments overall.

Data Set. Since the complexity of the vector field impacts the performance, we

test the performance of our algorithms on different data sets that broadly represent

typical application scenarios. The four data sets used in this study are:

– The Fishtank data set is a thermal hydraulics simulation using the

NEK5000 [132] code. In this particular simulation, twin inlets pump water

of differing temperatures into a box. The mixing behavior and temperature

of the water at the outlet of the box are of interest. The vector field captures

the fluid flow within the box.

– The Fusion data set is a magnetically confined plasma in a tokamak device.

The simulation was performed using the NIMROD [133] code. The vector

field in this example is of the magnetic field that exists inside the plasma that
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is a result of the magnets in the tokamak device as well as the motion of the

particles within the plasma itself.

– The Astro data set is the magnetic field surrounding a solar core collapse

resulting in a supernova. This simulation was performed with the

GenASiS [134] code, a multi-physics code for astrophysical systems involving

nuclear matter.

– The RadialExpansion data set is an artificial dataset, where the vector for

each point is measured by the distance from the location of the point to the

center. The dataset was created to test the behavior of the four algorithms in

cases where the load is highly imbalanced.

The four data sets are 3D steady data sets that were refined to a 10243 grid.

Number of Particles. With this factor, we consider the impact of the number

of particles on the inefficiency of the four algorithms. Four amounts of particles are

considered: 10K, 100K, 1M, and 10M.

Maximum Advection Steps. With this factor, we consider the impact of

the advection steps on the inefficiency of the four algorithms. Four amounts of

advection steps are considered: 100, 1K, 10K, and 100K.

Number of Blocks. With this factor, we consider the impact of the number

of blocks on the inefficiency of the four algorithms. Five numbers of blocks are

considered: 64, 128, 512, 1024, and 2048. For all five configurations, the total data

size is 10243.
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Number of Cells per Block. With this factor, we consider the impact of

the block size (i.e., the number of cells per block) on the inefficiency of the four

algorithms. Three sizes of blocks are considered: 643, 1283, and 5123. For each of

these tests, we used 512 blocks.

Number of MPI Tasks. With this factor, we consider the scalability of our

algorithms. This includes increasing the number of MPI tasks, as well as the data

size and the number of particles. Three levels of concurrency are considered:

– Test 1: 32 MPI tasks, 5 lifelines, 1M particles, and 512 blocks.

– Test 2: 128 MPI tasks, 7 lifelines 4M particles, and 2048 blocks.

– Test 3: 512 MPI tasks, 9 lifelines 16M particles, and 8192 blocks.

4.2.4.2 Hardware Used. The study was run on Cori at Lawrence

Berkeley National Laboratory’s NERSC facility. It contains 2,388 Intel Xeon

“Haswell” processor nodes. There are 32 cores per node, and each core supports

2 hyper-threads and 128 GB of memory per node.

4.2.4.3 Algorithms Configuration. RSM-N and LSM request work

from multiple victims at each request. LSM calculates the number of victims using

the equation in Section 4.2.2. We used that equation to compute the lifeline graph

with a base equals to 2. All our tests except for the last phase use 32 MPI ranks,

and thus the number of lifelines is equal 5. For the RSM-N algorithm, we used the

same number of victims as LSM (i.e., RSM-5).

4.2.4.4 Performance Measurement. For each phase, we measure

the work time (including I/O, advection, etc.), idle time, and total time. From

these measurements, we can derive the inefficiency of the algorithm. Inefficiency

affects the performance because the execution time is determined by the time of the
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Figure 13. Performance of the four algorithms (a) POP, (b) RSM, (c) RSM-5, (d)
LSM, using 32 MPI tasks to advect 1 million particles for 10 thousands steps (base

case).

slowest processor. We define inefficiency with the following equation:

Inefficiency =
Idletime

Totaltime

The idle time in our tests only measures the time that a node spends

waiting for other nodes to finish their work. It does not include the time spent

performing redundant I/O operations, which is more likely to happen with RSM,

RSM-N, and LSM. Further, as the number of steal increases, it is more likely to

perform redundant I/O. For this reason, we include in our results both total time

and inefficiency. The goal of reducing inefficiency is to reduce the total execution

time. It is important to make sure that the additional I/O and communication

operations done to reduce inefficiency do not lead to a higher total execution time.

4.2.5 Results. In this section, we present the results of our study.
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Table 2. Comparing the performance of the four algorithms in terms of total
execution time, the time for the individual routines, the idle time, and the

inefficiency. The initialization time measures the time to initialize variables and
generate initial seeds. The I/O time measures the time to read data blocks from
disk or cache. The advection time measures the time to advect particles and to

process the advection results (e.g., terminate). The communication time measures
the time to request or send particles to other nodes and to inform other nodes of
termination. The sorting time measures the time to sort particles by block after
each round (line 18 in Pseudocode 1). The idle time measures the time where a
node is waiting for other nodes to finish or send work. The inefficiency measures

the percentage of execution time spent in idle and is computed as defined in
Section 4.2.4.4.

POP RSM RSM-
5

LSM

Total time 131s 117s 111s 107s
Initialization time 1.68s 1.60s 1.55s 1.54s

IO time 14.8s 15.3s 22.9s 20.9s
Advection time 78.4s 75.0s 74.9s 73.6s

Communication time 2.1e−4s 7e−3s 0.15s 0.04s
Sorting time 9.21s 9.05s 8.80s 8.61s

Idle time 26.5s 16.3s 2.8s 1.7s
Inefficiency 0.20 0.14 0.03 0.02

4.2.5.1 Phase 1: Base Case. In this phase, we compare the

performance of the four algorithms, using the following configuration:

– Data set: Fishtank

– Number of particles: 1M

– Maximum advection steps: 10K

– Number of blocks: 512

– Number of cells per block: 1283

– Number of MPI tasks: 32 (512 cores)

The results of this phase are presented in Table 2. The results show a

significant drop in inefficiency from 20% (POP) to 2% (LSM).
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POP has the highest inefficiency, with 20% of the total execution time is

spent idle. This is due to the load imbalance between nodes, which can be seen in

Figure 13. Although the nodes have the same number of particles, their workload

varies, see Section 4.2.3.2 for more discussion.

Using RSM reduces the inefficiency by a factor of 1.4. While this reduction

improves the performance, idle time still takes 14% of the total execution time since

thieves request work from one victim at a time.

Using multiple victims in RSM-5 reduces the inefficiency by a factor of 6.6

over POP, and a factor of 4.6 over RSM. This is because sending multiple requests

at once allows the thief to receive work faster, and therefore reduces idle time.

LSM reduces the inefficiency by a factor of 10 over POP, a factor of 7 over

RSM, and a factor 1.5 over RSM-5. LSM reduces the inefficiency compared to

RSM-5 because the cyclic feature of the lifeline graph guarantees to always have

a path from an idle node to a busy node.

Table 3. Comparing the number of advection steps and I/O operations between the
four algorithms.

POP RSM RSM-
5

LSM

Total advection steps 9.97B9.97B 9.97B 9.97B
Min advection steps 300M 231M 222M 230M
Max advection steps 312M 373M 383M 380M

Total # disk reads 3750 4081 5491 5381
Min # disk reads 67 87 126 128
Max # disk reads 256 221 216 198

Total # cache reads 2925 3009 3545 3587
Min # cache reads 1 4 30 28
Max # cache reads 244 223 195 207

I/O cost varies between the four algorithms. POP has the lowest I/O cost

of all four algorithms, and it has the lowest number of I/O operations (disk and
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cache) as presented in Table 3. RSM has a higher I/O cost and I/O operations

than POP. This increase is because particles are communicated between nodes

and new data blocks are needed. RSM-5 and LSM have a higher I/O cost and I/O

operations than RSM and POP. That is because more particles are communicated

between nodes.

The advection time varies between the four algorithms, even though they

are advecting the same number of particles. LSM does a better job balancing the

workload, which leads to better usage of threads. On the other hand, when using

POP the workload is not balanced, which leads to underused threads.

The communication cost varies between the three work requesting

algorithms (RSM, RSM-5, LSM) because of the difference in their communication

pattern. RSM has the lowest communication cost between the three algorithms

since thieves communicate with one victim at a time. This results in a lower

communication time at the cost of a higher idle time. Both RSM-5 and LSM

communicate with the same number of victims at a single request. However, RSM-5

has a higher communication cost than LSM. This is because, in case of failure to

receive work, LSM relies on its lifelines to receive work. RSM-5, on the other hand,

needs to perform another request to 5 new victims until it receives work.

Even though the inefficiency is improving by a factor of 10, the total time is

only improving by 20%. This is because there is a maximum improvement possible

when improving a part of the program. This improvement is limited by the time

needed to perform advection steps.

4.2.5.2 Phase 2: Data Sets. In this phase, we vary the data set

using the following configuration:

– Number of particles: 1M
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Figure 14. Performance of the POP algorithm on the four data sets (a)
RadialExpansion, (b) Fishtank, (c) Astro, (d) Fusion, using 32 MPI tasks to advect

1 million particles for 10 thousands steps.

– Maximum advection steps: 10K

– Number of blocks: 512

– Number of cells per block: 1283

– Number of MPI tasks: 32 (512 cores)

Table 4. Comparing the inefficiency and time of the four algorithms when varying
the data sets.

Data set POP RSM RSM-5 LSM

Fishtank: Inefficiency 0.20 0.14 0.03 0.02
Total time 131s 117s 111s 107s

Fusion: Inefficiency 0.12 0.09 0.02 0.01
Total time 115s 109s 102s 101s

Astro: Inefficiency 0.18 0.12 0.03 0.02
Total time 126s 120s 103s 102s

RadialExpansion: Inefficiency 0.33 0.27 0.04 0.03
Total time 74.1s 73.5s 60.8s 54.9s
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The results of this phase are presented in Table 4. The table shows that

LSM reduces the inefficiency for all four data sets and maintains low inefficiency

ratios for all cases (0.01-0.03).

For the RadialExpansion data set, the POP algorithm has a high inefficiency

ratio (30%). This is because the workload is highly imbalanced, as can be seen in

Figure 14 (a). Since vectors are moving from the center toward the boundaries of

the box, nodes that are responsible for particles located in the center of the box

have a higher workload. RSM reduces the inefficiency by only a modest factor of

1.2 over POP. RSM-5 and LSM, however, reduce the inefficiency over POP by a

factor of 8.2 and 11, respectively.

For the Fishtank data set, the POP algorithm also has a high inefficiency

ratio (20%). This is because the workload is highly imbalanced, as can be seen in

Figure 14 (b). The velocity field is moving toward a sink at one end of the box.

Nodes that are responsible for particles that are located on the opposite side of

the box have more workload. RSM reduces the inefficiency by a factor of 1.4 over

POP. RSM-5 and LSM reduce the inefficiency over POP by a factor of 6.6 and 10,

respectively.

For the Astro and Fusion data sets, the POP algorithm has a lower

inefficiency ratio compared to the previous data sets: 18% for the Astro data

set and 12% for Fusion data set. The workload of the POP algorithm is less

imbalanced for these two data sets compared to the other two (Figure 14 (c) and

(d)). This is because both data sets have a more uniform vector field. However,

using RSM-5 and LSM still reduce the inefficiency significantly.

4.2.5.3 Phase 3: Number of Particles. In this phase, we vary the

number of particles, using the following configuration:
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– Data set: Fishtank

– Maximum advection steps: 10K

– Number of blocks: 512

– Number of cells per block: 1283

– Number of MPI tasks: 32 (512 cores)

Table 5. Comparing the inefficiency and time of the four algorithms when varying
the number of particles.

Number
of
Particles

POP RSM RSM-5 LSM

10K: Inefficiency 0.25 0.23 0.17 0.11
Total time 15.4s 14.2s 13.0s 12.1s

100K: Inefficiency 0.28 0.20 0.15 0.07
Total time 28.6s 26.6s 23.4s 22.6s

1M: Inefficiency 0.20 0.14 0.03 0.02
Total time 131s 117s 111s 107s

10M: Inefficiency 0.44 0.27 0.04 0.03
Total time 1278s 921s 501s 486s

The results of this phase are presented in Table 5. The table shows that

LSM reduces the inefficiency in all cases, with the highest improvement being a

reduction of 14.6 over POP, for 10M particles.

The table shows that the inefficiency of POP is not directly correlated to the

number of particles. At each test, the number of particles is increased by a factor

of 10, but the inefficiency does not change within the same ratio and in one case it

drops (in the case of 1M). This is because the inefficiency change is not dependent

on the total number of particles, but rather on the workload distribution per node

(Section 4.2.3.2). On the other hand, both RSM-5 and LSM are able to reduce the

inefficiency consistently.
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4.2.5.4 Phase 4: Number of Steps. In this phase, we vary the

number of advection steps, using the following configuration:

– Data set: Fishtank

– Number of particles: 1M

– Number of blocks: 512

– Number of cells per block: 1283

– Number of MPI tasks: 32 (512 cores)

Table 6. Comparing the inefficiency and time of the four algorithms when varying
the durations of particles (maximum advection steps).

Advection
Steps

POP RSM RSM-5 LSM

100: Inefficiency 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.03
Total time 20.3s 20.4s 20.2s 18.0s

1K: Inefficiency 0.20 0.11 0.07 0.04
Total time 33.7s 31.4s 29.3s 27.1s

10K: Inefficiency 0.20 0.14 0.03 0.02
Total time 131s 117s 111s 107s

100K: Inefficiency 0.19 0.12 0.02 0.01
Total time 1080s 981s 877s 791s

The results of this phase are presented in Table 6. LSM reduces the

inefficiency in all cases, with a reduction of a factor of 19 in the case of 100K steps.

For the case of 100 advection steps, POP has an inefficiency of 7%. This is

because the number of advection steps is small, making it less likely for particles

to travel across multiple blocks or exit the domain. This reduces the probability

of imbalance between nodes. RSM has the same inefficiency ratio as POP. This is

because nodes have small workloads. Consequently, it is more difficult for a thief to

find a victim with work available.
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However, both RSM-5 and LSM reduce the inefficiency over POP by a factor

of 1.4 and 2.3, respectively. As both methods are requesting work from five victims

at a time, they are more likely to find work and therefore reduce the inefficiency.

Increasing the number of advection steps from 100 to 1k increases the

inefficiency of POP to 20%. The table shows that the inefficiency of POP is not

directly correlated to the number of advection steps but to the distribution of

workload. On the other hand, both RSM-5 and LSM are able to consistently reduce

the inefficiency down to 2% and 1%, respectively.

4.2.5.5 Phase 5: Number of Blocks. In this phase, we vary the

number of blocks. That said, the overall data size remains constant through all

tests (10243). The other factors for this configuration are the following:

– Data set: Fishtank

– Number of particles: 1M

– Maximum advection steps: 10K

– Number of MPI tasks: 32 (512 cores)

Table 7. Comparing the inefficiency and time of the four algorithms when varying
the number of blocks.

Number
of
Blocks

POP RSM RSM-5 LSM

64: Inefficiency 0.32 0.24 0.19 0.06
Total time 89.1s 83.1s 82.7s 80.0s

128: Inefficiency 0.25 0.21 0.09 0.04
Total time 71.2s 68.9s 67.3s 65.1s

512: Inefficiency 0.20 0.14 0.03 0.02
Total time 131s 117s 111s 107s

1024: Inefficiency 0.24 0.16 0.02 0.01
Total time 168s 151s 131s 122s

2048: Inefficiency 0.30 0.16 0.01 0.01
Total time 257s 219s 174s 172s
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The results of this phase are presented in Table 7. It can be seen that LSM

reduces inefficiency including by a factor of 30 for the largest number of blocks.

The results show that the inefficiency of the POP algorithm is not directly

impacted by the change in the number of blocks. This is because, in the POP

algorithm, nodes perform their computation independently without communicating

with other nodes. Therefore loading more blocks on each node does not affect the

overall load balance of the POP.

The inefficiency of the three other algorithms (RSM, RSM-5, LSM) reduces

as the number of blocks increases. This is because these algorithms respond faster

to work requests as the size of the block reduces. These algorithms run an iterative

loop. At the end of each iteration, the nodes check for work requests and send the

appropriate responses (Algorithm 2 line 17). Reading smaller blocks reduces the

time spent in I/O, reducing the time between requests.

4.2.5.6 Phase 6: Cells per Block. In this phase, we fix the number

of blocks to 512 and vary the size of blocks (i.e., data size), using the following

configuration:

– Data set: Fishtank

– Number of particles: 1M

– Maximum advection steps: 10K

– Number of blocks: 512

– Number of MPI tasks: 32 (512 cores)

The results of this phase are presented in Table 8. The table shows that

LSM reduces the inefficiency for the different sizes of blocks, with a factor of 22 for

the smallest size.
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Table 8. Comparing the inefficiency and time of the four algorithms when varying
the number of cells per block with 512 blocks in total.

Cells
per
Block

POP RSM RSM-5 LSM

643: Inefficiency 0.22 0.13 0.02 0.01
Total time 131s 123s 100s 95.7s

1283: Inefficiency 0.20 0.14 0.03 0.02
Total time 131s 117s 111s 107s

2563: Inefficiency 0.36 0.23 0.05 0.04
Total time 281s 249s 222s 212s

The inefficiency of the three other algorithms (RSM, RSM-5, LSM) increases

as the size of blocks increases. When the size of the block increases, the time to

read the block from disk increases. As described previously, spending more time in

I/O increases the response time to work requests, leading to higher inefficiencies.

RSM is the most impacted, because it sends only one request at a time, whereas

RSM-5 and LSM are sending five requests at the same time. This increases the

likelihood of RSM-5 and LSM to receive work faster.

4.2.5.7 Phase 7: MPI Tasks. In this phase, we vary the number of

MPI tasks, as well as the number of particles and the data size, using the following

configuration:

– Data set: Fishtank

– Maximum advection steps: 10K

– Number of cells per block: 1283

∗ Test 1: 32 MPI tasks (512 cores), 5 lifelines, 1M particles, and 512

blocks.

∗ Test 2: 128 MPI tasks (2048 cores), 7 lifelines 4M particles, and 2048

blocks.
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∗ Test 3: 512 MPI tasks (8192 cores), 9 lifelines 16M particles, and 8192

blocks.

Table 9. Comparing the inefficiency and time of the four algorithms when varying
the number MPI tasks, number of particles and number of blocks.

# MPI
tasks

POP RSM RSM-N LSM

32: Inefficiency 0.20 0.14 0.03 0.02
Total time 131s 117s 111s 107s

128: Inefficiency 0.45 0.29 0.03 0.02
Total time 315s 252s 209s 186s

512: Inefficiency 0.54 0.36 0.06 0.05
Total time 1439s 1012s 694s 671s

Table 10. Comparing the difference in workload balance between the four
algorithms. The table shows the minimum work time, maximum work time, and

the difference for each test. The work time in this table indicates the time spent in
I/O and advection. The Diff measures the difference in time between the nodes

with the highest and the lowest workloads.

#
MPI
tasks

POP RSM RSM-N LSM

32: Min work 82.7s 82.5s 90.1s 86.1s
Max work 112s 101s 106s 100s

Diff 29.3s 18.5s 15.9s 13.9s
128: Min work 117s 112s 154s 139s

Max work 241s 204s 186s 167s
Diff 124s 92s 32s 28s

512: Min work 451s 421s 525s 513s
Max work 1209s 867s 598s 580s

Diff 758s 446s 73s 67s

The results of this phase are presented in Table 9. The table shows that

LSM reduces the inefficiency for the different test cases, with a factor of 10.8 for

the largest test case.

The POP algorithm inefficiency increases as the test size increases, reaching

54% for the largest test case. As the size of the test increases, the difference in
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workload between the nodes increases, which can be seen in Table 10. This results

in a higher load imbalance.

The POP algorithm is the most impacted by this imbalance. Using RSM

reduces the inefficiency by a factor of 1.5 over POP in all cases. RSM still suffers

from high inefficiencies (0.36 in the worst case). This is because the work becomes

more sparse as the number of MPI task increases. Consequently, thieves are less

likely to randomly find a victim with work.

RSM-5 and LSM maintain low inefficiency ratios for all cases. Using RSM-5

reduces the inefficiency over POP by 6.6 for the first test, 15 for the second test,

and 9 for the third test. Using LSM reduces the inefficiency over POP by 10 for the

first test, 22.5 for the second test, and 10.8 for the third test. This is because both

RSM-5 and LSM can find victims with work faster by requests work from multiple

victims at a time.

4.2.5.8 Summary of Findings. The evaluation showed that the

LSM algorithm reduces inefficiency in all cases. The algorithm adapts the number

of its lifelines (victims) as the concurrency change to make sure there is a short

path from busy nodes to idle ones. Further, in our largest test case (512 ranks,

16M particles, 17B cells data sets), LSM has the lowest inefficiency of all four

algorithms.

Overall, the evaluation demonstrates that the LSM algorithm is a better

choice for particle advection work requesting. LSM would be particularly well

suited for production visualization tools. This is because the LSM algorithm can

adapt itself to better support complex cases without requiring major user inputs.

Further, production visualization tools must support a large variety of use cases,

including those that lead to load imbalance with traditional approaches.
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4.2.6 Conclusions and Future Work. The contribution of this

section is three-fold: (1) we designed a work requesting algorithm for parallel

particle advection that uses lifeline-based scheduling (LSM) method, (2) we added

an extension to random scheduling (RSM-N) to use multiple victims, and (3)

we evaluated the efficiency of the three scheduling methods as well as POP. As

discussed in the summary of findings, our LSM algorithm improves the performance

compared to traditional approaches, especially on workloads that are prone to load

imbalance.

For future work, we plan to implement a multi-threaded version of the

algorithm with another thread for communication. Our tests in Phase 5 and 6

show that the LSM algorithm has lower inefficiency in cases where the algorithm

performed smaller work at each iteration (reading smaller blocks), which reduces

the response time to a work request. We plan to test the ideas suggested by

Sisneros and Pugmire [135] where the algorithm advects a portion of the particles

belonging to one block, to allow the algorithm to check for work requests more

frequently. We also plan to study the impact of the number of liflines (victims) on

the performance. Finally, we plan to test the algorithms at larger scale.
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Algorithm 2 Pseudocode for the working requesting algorithm using RSM.

1: function RSM-Advect(ParticleArray pv)
2: keepGoing ← true
3: numActive← totalNumberOfParticles
4: ArrayOfParticleArrays pva[NUMBLOCKS]
5: pva← SortParticlesByBlock(pv)
6: allCompletedParticles← ∅
7: while keepGoing do
8: contParticles← ∅
9: for i in NUMBLOCKS do
10: if pva[i].size() > 0 then
11: Block b← ObtainBlock(i)
12: ParticleArray completed, continuing
13: (completed, continuing)← Advect(pva[i], b)
14: allCompletedParticles + = completed
15: contParticles + = continuing
16: end if
17: MSG← CheckForIncomingMessages()
18: if MSG = PARTICLES TERMINATED then
19: numActive -= MSG.numTerminated
20: else if MSG = NEEDWORK then
21: SendWork()
22: end if
23: end for
24: if contParticles.size() > 0 then
25: pva← SortParticlesByBlock(contParticles)
26: else if numActive > 0 & contParticles.size() = 0 then
27: randomV ictim← GetRandomV ictimID()
28: RequestWork(randomV ictim)
29: else
30: keepGoing ← false
31: end if
32: end while
33: end function
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Algorithm 3 Pseudocode for the working requesting algorithm using Lifeline
Scheduling (LSM).

1: function LSM-Advect(ParticleArray pv)
2: keepGoing ← true
3: numActive← totalNumberOfParticles
4: ArrayOfParticleArrays pva[NUMBLOCKS]
5: pva← SortParticlesByBlock(pv)
6: allCompletedParticles← ∅
7: lifelines← CalculateLifelineGraph()
8: numRandomReq ← 0
9: while keepGoing do
10: contParticles← ∅
11: for i in NUMBLOCKS do
12: if pva[i].size() > 0 then
13: Block b← ObtainBlock(i)
14: ParticleArray completed, continuing
15: (completed, continuing)← Advect(pva[i], b)
16: allCompletedParticles + = completed
17: contParticles + = continuing
18: end if
19: MSG← CheckForIncomingMessages()
20: if MSG = PARTICLES TERMINATED then
21: numActive -= MSG.numTerminated
22: else if MSG = NEEDWORK then
23: SendWork()
24: end if
25: end for
26: if contParticles.size() > 0 then
27: pva← SortParticlesByBlock(contParticles)
28: else if numActive > 0 & contParticles.size() = 0 then
29: if numRandomReq < w then
30: randomV ictim← GetRandomV ictimID()
31: RequestWork(randomV ictim)
32: numRandomReq + +
33: else
34: RequestWork(lifelines)
35: end if
36: else
37: keepGoing ← false
38: end if
39: end while
40: end function
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Part III

Understanding Parallel Particle

Advection Behavior Over Various

Workloads
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This part of the dissertation is composed of two chapters. The first chapter

studies the behavior of the different parallel particle advection algorithms over

various workloads. The second chapter proposes an improved hybrid algorithm

that is able to adapt its behavior depending on the workload.
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CHAPTER V

PARALLEL PARTICLE ADVECTION BAKE-OFF

Most of the text in this chapter comes from a manuscript in preparation

that is a collaboration between David Pugmire (ORNL), Abhishek Yenpure (UO),

Hank Childs (UO), and myself. The implementation was mainly developed by

myself with a code base that David Pugmire contributed to. Our implementation

used the particle advection modules from the VTK-m software library which were

developed by David Pugmire and Abhishek Yenpure. The experiments and study

configurations were designed by Hank Childs and myself with help from David

Pugmire.

This chapter provides a comprehensive evaluation of the most used parallel

particle advection algorithms over various workloads. This work aims to understand

the behavior of the different algorithms over various workloads. Our findings enable

identification of the most suitable algorithm given specific workload characteristics.

5.1 Motivation

Chapter III described the different parallel particles advection solutions

available in the literature. These solutions are still actively investigated and several

optimizations have been proposed by the visualization community. Each of these

solutions behaves differently depending on the characteristics of the workload,

which can lead to poor performance in some cases. Therefore it is critical for users

to select the appropriate algorithm for their particular workloads. In this chapter,

we compare four of the most used parallel particle advection algorithms over

various workloads and determine the most suitable algorithms for each workload.

5.2 Experiment Overview

This section describes the details of our study.
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Figure 15. Three axes for defining a workload: total number of steps, size of
seeding box, and number of MPI ranks.

5.2.1 Algorithm Comparison Factors. There are three main axes

to our study, presented in Figure 15:

– Total number of steps (6 options)

– Size of seeding box (3 options)

– Number of MPI ranks (3 options)

In total,we considered 54 (=6*3*3) configurations. We tested each

configuration with all four algorithms, meaning 216 (=54*4) experiments overall.

The following subsections discuss the impact of each one of these axes as well as

their configurations.
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5.2.1.1 Total Number of Steps. The total number of steps

represents the amount of work defined as the product of the number of particles

and the maximum number of advection steps. Different flow visualization

algorithms require different representations. Some algorithms require a small

number of particles that advect for a long duration, while others require a large

number of particles that advect for a short duration.

We consider three options for the number of particles and represent it in the

form pf 1 particle for each C cells. We consider seed a particle for every 100 cells,

every 1000 cells, and every 10, 000 cells, and denote these as P/100C, P/1KC, and

P/10KC, respectively (“P/1KC” meaning 1 particle for every one thousand cells).

As the value of C decreases, the density of particles per cell increases, therefore

increasing the total number of particles. We consider 2 options for the duration of

particles (maximum advection steps), which are 1K and 10K.

Consider an example where the data set size is 1024 ∗ 1024 ∗ 512. If we

seed according to P/10KC, then we would have a particle for every 10, 000 cells.

Since the total number of cells is approximately 537M , then the number of particles

will be approximately 54K. Further, if the duration is 1000 steps, then the total

number of advection steps would be 54M (54K particles × 1000 steps per particle).

5.2.1.2 Size of Seeding Box. The size of the seeding box represents

the particle distribution. This impacts the I/O cost and can impact load balance.

If the distribution is dense i.e., all the seeds originate in a small box, only a subset

of the data set will be required, which reduces the cost of I/O. Figure 16 shows the

three different boxes considered in this study.

5.2.1.3 Number of MPI Tasks. We test the weak scalability of

the algorithms by varying the number of MPI tasks, as well as the number of data
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Figure 16. The three seeding boxes considered in the study: (a) large box, (b)
medium box, and (c) small box.

blocks. The size of each data block is 1283, and three levels of concurrency are

considered:

– Concurrency1: 16 MPI tasks, 4 tasks per node, 8 cores per task (128 cores),

and 256 blocks.

– Concurrency2: 128 MPI tasks, 4 tasks per node, 8 cores per task (1024

cores), and 2,048 blocks.

– Concurrency3: 1024 MPI tasks, 4 tasks per node, 8 cores per task (8192

cores), and 16,384 blocks.

5.2.2 Data Set. We use the “Fishtank” data set for our study, which

comes from a thermal hydraulics simulation by the NEK5000 [132] code. In this

particular simulation, twin inlets pump water of differing temperatures into a box,

and the vector field captures the fluid flow within the box. The simulation’s focus is

on understanding mixing behavior, as well as temperature at the box’s outlet.

5.2.3 Algorithm Setting. Many of the algorithms have “knobs” to

optimizing their performance. In our study, we used the following values:
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– Cache size: The cache size in our study is 25 blocks per node, where each

block has approximately two million cells (for details see Section 4.1.)

– Number of lifelines: The number of lifelines for the LSM algorithm is

computed as the following log2(#Ranks) (for details see Section 4.2.)

– Group size: The group size for the MW algorithm varies depending on the

number of MPI tasks (for details see Section 3.2.4). We tried different group

sizes and found out that the best results are when there are 4 masters:

∗ 16 Ranks: group size is 4, which means there are 4 masters.

∗ 128 Ranks: group size is 32, which means there are 4 masters.

∗ 1024 Ranks: group size is 256, which means there are 4 masters.

5.2.4 Hardware Used. The study was run on Cori at Lawrence

Berkeley National Laboratory’s NERSC facility. It contains 2,388 Intel Xeon

“Haswell” processor nodes. Each node has two 2.3 GHz 16-core processors, each

core supports 2 hyper-threads and there is 128 GB of memory per node.

5.2.5 Performance Measurement. We measure the performance of

the different algorithms by calculating the number of steps computed per rank per

second. The higher the number of steps is, the more efficient the algorithm is, since

it indicates lower execution time. Our metric works as follows. Let ST be the total

number of advection steps for the workload, T be the total execution time for the

slowest rank, and N be the number of ranks. Then we define the number of steps

per rank per second with the following equation: We define the number of steps per

rank per second with the following equation:
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Number of steps per rank per second =
ST

(T ∗ N)

We will refer to this measurement as SPRPS in our study. We also provide

the corresponding execution time for each experiment in addition to the SPRPS.

5.3 Testing Infrastructure

This section describes the testing infrastructure of our study. It is organized

as follows: foundational algorithmic concepts (5.3.1), carrying out advection work

(5.3.2), and communication between nodes (5.3.3).

5.3.1 Foundational Algorithmic Concepts. All four algorithms

described share common elements. First, they start by generating the seeds

and distributing them among compute nodes. Then, in all four algorithms,

each node executes the main loop which is composed of a worker function and

a communication function. The worker function performs the I/O operations,

the advection, and the processing of particles after each advection round. The

communication function sends and receives data. This data can be particles or

messages. The algorithm completes when all particle trajectories are calculated.

Pseudocode 4 describes the general program that runs identically on each node for

all four algorithms.

The pseudocode uses the following building blocks:

– GenerateSeeds(): a function that generates the initial seeds.

– WorkerFunction(): a function that performs I/O operations, advection and

process the particles after advection.

– CommunicationFunction(): a function that sends and receives data (particles

or messages) between nodes.
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Algorithm 4 Pseudocode for the general skeleton of the four algorithms.

1: numActive← TotalNumParticles
2: activeParticles← GenerateParticles()
3: while numActive > 0 do
4: if activeParticles.size() > 0 then
5: WorkerFunction(activeParticles)
6: end if
7: CommunicationFunction(activeParticles)
8: end while

The implementation for these functions varies depending on the algorithm.

5.3.2 Worker Function. The worker function is responsible for

executing three operations: 1) I/O, 2) advection, and 3) processing particles.

The I/O operation varies depending on the algorithm; it can be either a

static allocation or load on demand. If the algorithm uses static allocation, then

each node only reads the blocks assigned to it. If the algorithm uses load on

demand, then each node loads the data blocks as needed. The POD algorithm uses

static allocation, while the POP and LSM algorithms use load on demand. In the

MW algorithm, at each iteration workers load data depending the rules instructed

by the master, which can be a static allocation or load on demand.

In all four algorithms, each node passes the particles in the current data

block to the VTK-m [2, 3] routine. The VTK-m routine will perform the advection

either in serial, or using on node parallelism, depending on the setting. For our

implementation we use on node parallelism using the Intel Threading Building

Blocks [136].

Finally, each node processes the particles after advection, and this process

has similarities and some variations for different algorithms. For all four algorithms,

each node terminates the particles that reached the maximum number of advection

steps or exited the data set. Each node also notifies the other nodes of the number
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of terminated particles. The four algorithms vary in the way they handle particles

that exited the current data block. In the POD algorithm, the node stores the

particle in a communicate queue to be sent to other nodes. In the POP and LSM

algorithms, the node stores the particle in an inActive, which will be processed

after advecting all the particles from the current block. In the MW algorithm, at

each iteration, workers either communicate particles or store the particles in an

inActive queue and load the needed data block.

5.3.3 Communication Function. The communication function is

responsible for sending and receiving data, which can be particles or messages.

We built a communication routine that uses the Message Passing

Interface [137] for communication across the nodes. The routine uses a non-

blocking communication, and can communicate messages and particles. It takes

care of serializing and de-serializing the data.

Different algorithms communicate different types of data. In the four

algorithms, each node sends a TERMINATE message to other nodes to notify

them with the number of particles it terminated. In the POD algorithm, nodes

communicate particles according to the data block assignment. The POP algorithm

does not exchange any other data except for the TERMINATE message. In the

LSM algorithm, when a node finishes its workload it sends a NEED PARTICLE

message requesting work from a victim node. In addition, nodes communicate

particles when a thief node steals work from a victim node. In the MW algorithm,

nodes exchange different types of messages. The workers can request work or a

needed data block from the master by sending the messages NEED PARTICLE

or NEED BLOCK, respectively. At the end of each iteration, the worker

updates the master with information about its status, including the block IDs
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currently loaded and the number of particles it has. This information are used

by the master when making work assignment. The master can send two types

of messages to the worker: SEND PARTICLES, and LOAD BLOCK. The

SEND PARTICLES message instructs a worker to send particles to another

worker, while the LOAD BLOCK message instructs the worker to load a new

block.

5.4 Results

This section presents the results of our study. The section is broken into 7

sub-sections. Sub-section 5.4.1 discusses how to interpret figures, and section 5.4.2

discusses common behaviors across all algorithms. Sub-sections 5.4.3 through 5.4.6

discuss individual algorithms. Finally, sub-section 5.4.7 performs a comparative

analysis, contrasting the performance behaviors between the algorithms.

5.4.1 Figure Representation. Figures 17, 19, 21, and 23 present

per-algorithm results, each using the same format. For each Figure, the X

axis represents Particle for every C Cells * #Steps per Particle. For example,

P/10KC ∗ 1K means there is one particle for every 10K cells and the duration

for each particle is 1K advection steps. The leftmost value is the smallest number

of total advection steps and the rightmost is the largest. However, some workloads

are equal: 1) P/10KC ∗ 10K is equal to P/1KC ∗ 1K and 2) P/1KC ∗ 10K is

equal to P/100C ∗ 1K. The Y axis represents our performance metric: the number

of steps per rank per second (see Section 5.2.5).

Figures 18, 20, 22, and 24 present per-algorithm results, each using the same

format. These figures have the same X axis as the previous figures. The Y axis

represents the execution time in seconds.
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5.4.2 Common Behaviors. The results in Figures 17, 19, 21, and

23 show some common behaviors shared by the four algorithms, which are the

following:

– For two tests that have the same number of particles (for example test1:

P/10KC ∗ 1K and test2: P/10KC ∗ 10K), the performance is better when the

duration is longer. This is because the total work done (advection step) per

particle is increased, which offsets the cost of paying the operations to handle

more particles.

– For two tests that have the same amount of work (total number of advection

steps) the performance is better when the number of particles is smaller

and the duration is larger. For example, test1: P/10KC ∗ 10K, and test2:

P/1KC ∗ 1K have the same amount of work. Yet, the performance of test1

is better than test2 and this is again due to the extra cost of adding more

particles.

– For all different workloads, the performance decreases as the scale increases.

Note that if these algorithms achieved weak scalability, then we would expect

performance to be constant. As the number of rank increases, the number

of data blocks (size of the data) and the number of particles increase (see

Section 5.2.1.3). Increasing the number of blocks often increases the need for

I/O or communication operations as particles are more likely to move from a

block to the next.

5.4.3 POD Behavior. The results presented in Figure 17 show

the performance of POD in SPRPS for the different workloads, as well as the

scalability of the algorithm. The algorithm performs well when the seeding box is
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Figure 17. The performance scalability of the parallelize over data algorithm for
different workloads.

large. It obtains the best performance using 16 ranks, P/100C ∗ 10K particles,

where the algorithm reaches a performance of 14 million SPRPS for a large

seeding box workload. The performance drops as the size of the seeding box gets

smaller, where it is computing 4 million SPRPS for the middle box case, and 1

million SPRPS for the small box case. This is a reduction of 14X between the

best case and worst case. The decrease in the performance is due to the load
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Figure 18. The performance scalability of the parallelize over data algorithm for
different workloads.

imbalance in workloads between different ranks. This is because ranks that are

responsible for the data blocks inside the seeding box will be doing the work,

while other ranks will remain idle during the entire execution time. This pattern

becomes more significant at a larger scale, since the load imbalance becomes more

significant, where the performance drops down to 600 thousand SPRPS for the
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second concurrency (128 ranks) and down to 200 thousand SPRPS for the largest

concurrency (1024 ranks).

The results presented in Figure 18 show the execution time of POD for

the different workloads, as well as the scalability of the algorithm. These results

correspond to the execution time of the experiments presented in Figure 17. The

algorithm has low execution time for large seeding box workloads, but as the size

of the box gets smaller, the execution time increases. The execution time also

increases as the scale increases. Looking at the best workload for POD, which is

the workload with the largest number of steps and large seeding box workload.

The time increases from 223 seconds to 462 seconds when scaling from the first

concurrency (16 ranks) to the second concurrency (128 ranks), which is an increase

of 2.1X. When scaling from the second concurrency (128 ranks) to the largest

concurrency (1024 ranks), the execution time increases from 462 to 679 seconds,

which is an increase of 1.5X. The scalability of the algorithm gets worse for the

small seeding box workload. The time increases from 2595 seconds to 5071 seconds

when scaling from the first concurrency (16 ranks) to the second concurrency (128

ranks), which is an increase of 2X. When scaling from the second concurrency (128

ranks) to the largest concurrency (1024 ranks), the execution time increases from

5071 to 11082 seconds, which is an increase of 2.2X.

5.4.4 POP Behavior. The results presented in Figure 19 show

the performance of POP in SPRPS for the different workloads, as well as the

scalability of the algorithm. Unlike POD, the POP algorithm performs well

for small seeding size, due to the reduction in I/O cost. It obtains the best

performance using 16 ranks, P/100C ∗ 10K particles, where the algorithm reaches

a performance of 14 million SPRPS for a small seeding box workload. As the
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Figure 19. The performance scalability of the parallelize over particles algorithm
for different workloads.

size of the box increases, the performance drops because of the increase in I/O

operations, dropping down to 8 million SPRPS for the large box workload at its

worst case. This is a reduction of 1.75X between the best case and worst case. This

pattern becomes more significant at a larger scale, since the size of the data and

the number of particles increase. The performance drops to 5 million SPRPS for
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Figure 20. The performance scalability of the parallelize over particles algorithm
for different workloads.

the second concurrency (128 ranks) and down to 2 million SPRPS for the largest

concurrency (1024 ranks).

The results presented in Figure 20 show the execution time of POP for

the different workloads, as well as the scalability of the algorithm. These results

correspond to the execution time of the experiments presented in Figure 19. The

algorithm has low execution time for small seeding box workloads, but as the
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size of the box gets larger, the execution time increases. The execution time also

increases as the scale increases. Looking at the best workload for POP, which is

the workload with the largest number of steps and small seeding box workload.

The time increases from 200 seconds to 322 seconds when scaling from the first

concurrency (16 ranks) to the second concurrency (128 ranks), which is an increase

of 1.16X. When scaling from the second concurrency (128 ranks) to the largest

concurrency (1024 ranks), the execution time increases from 322 to 432 seconds,

which is an increase of 1.5X. The scalability of the algorithm gets worse for the

large seeding box workload. The time increases from 372 seconds to 598 seconds

when scaling from the first concurrency (16 ranks) to the second concurrency (128

ranks), which is an increase of 1.6X. When scaling from the second concurrency

(128 ranks) to the largest concurrency (1024 ranks), the execution time increases

from 598 to 432 seconds, which is an increase of 1.83X.

5.4.5 LSM Behavior. The results presented in Figure 21 show

the performance of LSM in SPRPS for the different workloads, as well as the

scalability of the algorithm. Similar to POP, the LSM algorithm performs well

for small seeding box size, due the reduction in I/O cost. It obtains the best

performance using 16 ranks, P/100C ∗ 10K particles, where the algorithm reaches

a performance of 16 million SPRPS for a small seeding box workload. As the

size of the box increases, the performance drops because of the increase in I/O

operations, dropping down to 10 million SPRPS for the large box workload at its

worst case. This is a reduction of 1.6X between the best case and worst case. This

pattern becomes more significant at a larger scale, since the size of the data and

the number of particles increase. The performance drops to 6 million SPRPS for
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Figure 21. The performance scalability of the work requesting algorithm for
different workloads.

the second concurrency (128 ranks) and down to 2 million SPRPS for the largest

concurrency (1024 ranks).

The results presented in Figure 22 show the execution time of LSM for

the different workloads, as well as the scalability of the algorithm. These results

correspond to the execution time of the experiments presented in Figure 21. The

algorithm has low execution time for small seeding box workloads, but as the
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Figure 22. The performance scalability of the work requesting algorithm for
different workloads.

size of the box gets larger, the execution time increases. The execution time also

increases as the scale increases. Looking at the best workload for LSM, which is

the workload with the largest number of steps and small seeding box workload.

The time increases from 195 seconds to 257 seconds when scaling from the first

concurrency (16 ranks) to the second concurrency (128 ranks), which is an increase

of 1.3X. When scaling from the second concurrency (128 ranks) to the largest
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concurrency (1024 ranks), the execution time increases from 257 to 326 seconds,

which is an increase of 1.26X. The scalability of the algorithm gets worse for the

large seeding box workload. The time increases from 293 seconds to 502 seconds

when scaling from the first concurrency (16 ranks) to the second concurrency (128

ranks), which is an increase of 1.7X. When scaling from the second concurrency

(128 ranks) to the largest concurrency (1024 ranks), the execution time increases

from 502 to 432 seconds, which is an increase of 2.2X.

The LSM algorithm performs better than POP because of its ability to

balance the workload better by requesting work from other ranks (for more details,

see our study in Section 4.2). Further, its overhead to locate victims does not affect

overall performance.

5.4.6 MW Behavior. The results presented in Figure 23 show

the performance of MW in SPRPS for the different workloads, as well as the

scalability of the algorithm. The algorithm performs better for smaller box seeding

due to the decrease of I/O cost. The algorithm obtains the best performance using

16 ranks, P/100C ∗ 10K particles, where the algorithm reaches a performance of 8

million SPRPS for a small seeding box workload. As the size of the box increases,

the performance slightly drops because of the increase in I/O operations, dropping

down to 7 million SPRPS for the large box workload at its worst case. This is

a reduction of 1.1X between the best case and worst case. This pattern becomes

more significant at a larger scale, since the size of the data, the number of particles,

and number of MPI ranks increases. The performance drops to 5 million SPRPS

for the second concurrency (128 ranks) and down to 1 million SPRPS for the

largest concurrency (1024 ranks).
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Figure 23. The performance scalability of the master/worker algorithm for different
workloads.

The results presented in Figure 24 show the execution time of MW for

the different workloads, as well as the scalability of the algorithm. These results

correspond to the execution time of the experiments presented in Figure 23. The

algorithm has low execution time for small seeding box workloads, but as the

size of the box gets larger, the execution time increases. The execution time also

increases as the scale increases. Looking at the best workload for MW, which is
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Figure 24. The performance scalability of the master/worker algorithm for different
workloads.

the workload with the largest number of steps and small seeding box workload.

The time increases from 396 seconds to 597 seconds when scaling from the first

concurrency (16 ranks) to the second concurrency (128 ranks), which is an increase

of 1.5X. When scaling from the second concurrency (128 ranks) to the largest

concurrency (1024 ranks), the execution time increases from 597 to 2138 seconds,

which is an increase of 3.6X. The scalability of the algorithm gets worse for the
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large seeding box workload. The time increases from 368 seconds to 382 seconds

when scaling from the first concurrency (16 ranks) to the second concurrency (128

ranks), which is an increase of 1.03X. When scaling from the second concurrency

(128 ranks) to the largest concurrency (1024 ranks), the execution time increases

from 382 to 984 seconds, which is an increase of 2.6X.

The algorithm performs worse than the other three algorithms due to 1) the

idle time workers spend waiting for the master and 2) the extra communication

time between workers and their masters.

5.4.7 Comparative Analysis. For all four algorithms, the best

performance was achieved at the 16 Ranks, P/100C ∗ 10K. Table 11 shows the

different seeding box sizes and the performance for the best case for each of the

four algorithms. The LSM algorithm achieves the best performance overall between

all the algorithms with the case of small seeding box with 16 ranks. This is because

the algorithm is designed to balance the workload between different nodes. Both

the POD and the POP algorithm have similar performances for their best case.

Finally, the MW algorithm has the worst performance from all four algorithms.

This is caused by the additional communication cost between masters and workers

and the idle time that workers spent waiting for the master.

Table 11. This table shows the best case scenario for each of the four algorithms,
i.e., what seeding box size yielded the highest SPRPS for an algorithm, what was

that SPRPS, and their execution time.

POD POP LSM MW

Seeding box size Large Small Small Small
Performance in SPRPS 14M 14M 16M 8M
Execution time in seconds 223 218 195 368
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Figure 25. Comparing the performance of the four algorithms for different
workloads.

An important goal of this dissertation is to determine the best algorithm

for each workload. Table 12 shows the best algorithm for the different seeding

box sizes and the performance of that algorithm at different scales. The LSM
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algorithm has the best performance for the small and medium box workloads. For

a medium box workload the performance drops by 1.3X when scaling from 16 to

128 ranks and drops by 2.2X when scaling from 128 to 1024 ranks. For a small box

workload the performance drops by 1.3X when scaling from 16 to 128 ranks and

drops by 1.5X when scaling from 128 to 1024 ranks. The POD algorithm has the

best performance for the large box workload. The performance of the algorithm

drops by 2.4X when scaling from 16 to 128 ranks and drops by 1.5X when scaling

from 128 to 1024 ranks. This drop is caused by the extra communication cost.

Figure 25 shows the performance of the four algorithms for different

workloads. There are two main observations that can be seen from the figure. The

first one is how these algorithms compare to each other. The results show that,

for the large seeding box, the performance of the algorithm from best to worst is

as follows: POD, LSM and POP, and then MW. The performance for medium

seeding box from best to worst is as follows: LSM, POP, MW, and then POD

(for most cases). Finally the performance for the small seeding box from best to

worst is as follows: LSM, POP, MW, and then POD. The second observation is the

reduced performance for these algorithms at larger scale. The drop down at large

scale is either because of additional I/O operations, additional communication, or

increase in load imbalance. In the case of the large box, each algorithm is impacted

negatively due to additional I/O operations, or extra communication. However,

the impact on their performance remains limited because the workload tends to be

evenly distributed with a large seeding box. On the other hand, with a medium and

small seeding box, the performance of the POD degrades considerably with scale

due to the increase of load imbalance. This shows that the negative impact of load

imbalance on the performance is larger than the impact of additional I/O. All the
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other algorithms except POD are better equipped to load balance the workload at

larger scale and therefor suffer less as the scale increase.

Table 12. The best algorithm for the different seeding box sizes, the table shows the
best suitable algorithm and the performance of that algorithm as different scales.

Small Box Mid Box Large Box

Best algorithm LSM LSM POD
Performance in SPRPS: 16 Ranks 16M 15M 14M

128 ranks 12M 11M 6M
1024 ranks 8M 5M 4M

5.5 Summary of Findings

This section summarizes the findings from our study:

– Using POD for small box workloads leads to bad performance due to load

imbalance. As the size of the seeding box gets smaller the performance

decreases because of the increase in load imbalance.

– Using POP and LSM for small box workloads reduces I/O, which increases

the efficiency and thus reduces the execution time. As the size of the seeding

box gets smaller the performance increases because the number of I/O

operations decreases.

– The POP and LSM algorithms have similar performances.

– The smaller the box is the better the performance of MW. This is because

there is less I/O operations and the algorithm distributes the workload

between the different workers.

– The performance of MW is lower than the other algorithms because of the

additional communication time and the idle time caused by workers waiting

for the master.
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– The cost of load imbalance is larger than the cost of I/O.

– All algorithms performs poorly for the smallest workload since there is not

enough work to offset the cost of I/O and communication.
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CHAPTER VI

HYLIPOD: IMPROVED HYBRID PARALLEL PARTICLE ADVECTION

ALGORITHM

6.1 Motivation

The results of the bake-off study in Chapter V showed that the two

algorithms that had the best performance are POD and LSM. However, each one

of them had some workloads where they performed poorly. The MW algorithm

has the advantage of being hybrid so it can adapt its behavior. But its main

disadvantage is the idle time cause by additional communication between masters

and workers. We propose a hybrid algorithm between the POD and LSM, which

we call HyLiPod. The algorithm adapts its behavior depending on the workload

and chooses between POD and LSM to get the best possible performance. Unlike

the MW algorithm, our algorithm does not have a master/workers structure so it

avoids the extra communication and idle time that MW suffers from.

6.2 Algorithm

In the beginning of the program, the algorithm calls a function that takes

the seeding box and returns which blocks are included. This information is used to

run either as POD or LSM. Pseudocode 5 describes our algorithm.

The pseudocode uses the following building blocks:

– GetBlocksInBox(): a function that returns a list of block ids that are within

the seeding box boundaries.

– GenerateSeeds(): a function that generates the initial seeds.

– WorkerFunction(): a function that performs I/O operations, advection and

process the particles after advection.
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Algorithm 5 Pseudocode for the HyLiPod algorithm.

1: ListBlockIdInBox← GetBlocksInBox(seedingBox)
2: blocksIncludedPercent← ListBlockIdInBox.size()/totalNumBlocks
3: if blocksIncludedPercent >= 0.7 then
4: algo← POD
5: else
6: algo← LSM
7: end if
8: numActive← TotalNumParticle
9: activeParticles← GenerateParticles(ListBlockIdInBox)
10: while numActive > 0 do
11: if activeParticles.size() > 0 then
12: WrokerFunction(activeParticles, algo)
13: end if
14: CommunicationFunction(activeParticles, algo)
15: end while

– CommunicationFunction(): a function that sends and receives data (particles

or messages) between nodes.

6.3 Experiments Overview

We used the same configurations as Chapter V but we the limited scalability

to 128 ranks as the algorithm performance is the same as either POD or LSM.

We computed the percentage of of blocks within the seeding box boundaries

to the total number of blocks. That number was used to determine the algorithm

behavior by comparing it with a given threshold. In this study, we use a threshold

we of 70%.

6.4 Results

This section discusses the results of our study.

6.4.1 HyLiPoD Behavior. The results presented in Figure 26

show the performance of HyLiPoD for the different workloads, as well as the

scalability of the algorithm. The figure is represented as described in Section 5.4.1.

The algorithm performs better for small box since there are less blocks included,
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Figure 26. The performance scalability of our hybrid parallel particle advection
algorithm (HyLiPoD) for different workloads.

which means less I/O operations or communication. The algorithm obtained the

best performance using 16 ranks, P/100C ∗ 10K particles, where the algorithm

reached a performance of 16 million SPRPS for a small seeding box workload. The

performance drops at larger scale since there are more blocks and particles causing

additional I/O or communication cost.
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Table 13. Comparing the performance of the largest workload of the three
algorithms: HyLiPoD, LSM, and POD for different seeding box sizes.

Seeding box HyLiPoD LSM POD

Large: 16Ranks 14M 10M 14M
128Ranks 6M 6M 6M

Mid: 16Ranks 15M 15M 4M
128Ranks 11M 11M 8K

Small: 16Ranks 16M 16M 1M
128Ranks 12M 12M 6K

6.4.2 Comparing HyLiPoD to LSM and POD. Table 13

compares the performance of the three algorithms: HyLiPoD, LSM, and POD for

the largest workload (P/100C ∗ 10K) for the three seeding box sizes. For the large

seeding box, HyLiPoD performs similarly to POD since all the blocks are included.

For the mid and small box sizes, HyLiPoD performs similarly to LSM since the

number of blocks within the seeding box boundaries are less than 70% of the total

number of blocks.

Figure 27 compares the performance of the three algorithms for all the

different workloads. There are two observations that can be seen from the figure.

The first one is that the HyLiPoD algorithm adapts its behavior depending on the

workload. For the large seeding box workload HyLiPoD and POD have similar

performances, while LSM has lower performance because of the I/O cost. On the

other hand, for the mid and small seeding box workloads, HyLiPoD has a similar

performance to LSM and POD has a lower performance due to the load imbalance.

The second observation, is the performance drop down at large scale. The drop

down at large scale is either because of additional I/O operations, additional

communication, or increase in load imbalance. At the large box workload LSM has

a higher drop down than the other two algorithms because the cost of I/O in LSM
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Figure 27. Comparing the performance of the three algorithms for different
workloads.

is higher than the cost of communication in POD and HyLiPoD. In the case of

mid and small box, POD has a higher drop down because the cost of the increased

imbalance is higher than the cost of the additional I/O in LSM and HyLiPoD.
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Part IV

The Future of Parallel Particle

Advection
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This part of the dissertation explores the furure of parallel particle

advection. The first chapter studies the performance of the two traditional

parallelization algorithms. The second chapter discusses the future work that can

be done to improve parallel particle advection.
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CHAPTER VII

IN SITU PARALLEL PARTICLE ADVECTION

Most of the text in this chapter comes from [9], which was a collaboration

between David Pugmire (ORNL), Hank Childs (UO), and myself. This publication

was written by myself and Hank Childs, with review and edits from David

Pugmire. I was the main implementer of the software for this study, but used a

code base that David Pugmire contributed to. Hank Childs assisted in analyzing

results.

This chapter studies tightly-coupled in situ parallel particle advection

by comparing the two traditional parallelization techniques for parallel particle

advection. In a tightly-coupled in situ processing, the simulation code and

the visualization routines are running on the same machine and sharing

resources, where the simulation passes the data to the visualization routines. The

visualization community has been using one of the traditional techniques (POD)

due to its alignment with in situ constraints. This work explores whether other

parallelization techniques are suitable for tightly-coupled in situ processing as well.

Our findings demonstrate that parallelization techniques that have been used in

post hoc research may still be relevant for in situ.

7.1 Motivation

Most of the work discussed in this dissertation, and over the last two

decades on parallelizing particle advection algorithms, has come in the context of

post hoc processing. In the post hoc setting, there is typically enough available

memory for a given processing element (i.e., MPI task) to load multiple blocks, and

also to store blocks redundantly across the processing elements. Further, acquiring
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a given block in a post hoc setting typically means reading it from disk, meaning

that all blocks acquisitions (reads) take the same amount of time.

The assumptions made by post hoc algorithms change in a “tightly-coupled”

in situ setting (i.e., where the simulation code and visualization routines share the

same memory space). First, memory is assumed to be very precious because it is

shared with the simulation code, which discourages acquiring multiple blocks and

also having redundant blocks. Second, each processing element already has one

block (i.e., the one the simulation code is operating on) and so the assumption

is that the visualization routines should also operate on that same block, to save

on memory. Finally, block acquisitions would no longer translate to reading data

from disk, but instead acquiring data from another processing element via network

communication.

Only one of the existing particle advection parallelization methods, POD

(see Section 3.2.1), aligns with in situ constraints. In the tightly-coupled in situ

setting, the block for a given processing element would be the same one the

simulation code is operating on, minimizing memory usage.

The purpose of this work is to explore whether choices aside from POD are

suitable for tightly-coupled in situ processing as well. While POD will minimize

memory usage, it may be a poor choice with respect to execution time, which is

also a very important consideration. In particular, POD performs poorly when

particles are located in a small subset of the blocks, as this condition creates load

imbalance.

To explore this theme, we introduce a straightforward variant of the POP

algorithm (see Section 3.2.2) that is appropriate for in situ processing. The key

difference between our in situ algorithm and the traditional (post hoc) POP
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algorithm is that in our algorithm a block is acquired via network communication

from another processing element, while traditional POP acquires blocks from

disk. In our experiments, we allowed each processing element to store up to two

additional blocks (costing 40MB each), and found that runtimes improved by

10X over the POD algorithm for some workloads. While this additional memory

overhead may be prohibitive in some settings, we feel our approach is useful in the

settings where there is available memory.

Overall, we feel the main contribution of this work is to show that the wide

body of previous research on parallelizing particle advection from the post hoc

setting may still have a place in an in situ setting.

7.2 Related Work

Several works have employed particle advection techniques in situ. Most

notably, Vetter et al. [138] presented an in situ framework for large unsteady flow

data. Their solution used POD as a parallelization method. Further, an emerging

in situ data reduction approach for vector fields uses parallel particle advection to

calculate Lagrangian basis flows [139, 140, 141]. These works also use POD.

7.3 Algorithm

In this section, we present our POP implementation for an in situ context.

For ease of reference, we abbreviate the term Processing Element as “PE” in our

description. A PE equates to one MPI task. It also could equate to one compute

node, provided there is one MPI task per node.

As discussed earlier, POP distributes particles across PEs, and the needed

data blocks are acquired by each PE on demand. In a post hoc context, the data

block is acquired by reading data from disk. To adapt the algorithm to work in an

in situ framework, PEs in our algorithm acquire needed data blocks from other
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PEs. We hypothesize that improvements in load balance will offset the cost of

communicating data blocks, which can be high. Finally, our algorithm dedicates

a separate thread for communication to hide the communication cost.

An important consideration for in situ POP is memory consumption. A PE

acquiring many data blocks runs the risk of exceeding the budget allocated by the

simulation for in situ processing. Instead, total memory needs to be controlled. Our

algorithm allows the user to set the number of data blocks allowed in memory of a

given PE. Before each data request, the algorithm checks if there is available space

to make sure not to exceed the number of allowed data blocks. If the algorithm

reached the maximum number of data blocks, it removes a block to make space for

the new block. For our experiments, we set the maximum block size at two.

Algorithm 6 shows the pseudocode for the worker thread. It uses the

following building blocks:

– Particle: a data structure that represents a particle in the vector field. The

structure contains the particle id, position, current block id, and can also

store the trajectory of the particle.

– ParticleArray: a data structure that stores an array of Particles.

– ArrayOfParticleArrays: a data structure that stores multiple elements of

ParticleArray. Each of these elements stores multiple elements of Particle.

– SortParticleByBlock(): a function that sorts Particles depending on their

current block id and returns two elements: ArrayOfParticleArrays and a

vector containing the ids of needed blocks. All Particles that belongs to block

i are stored in index i of ArrayOfParticleArrays.

– Advect(): a function that advects the Particles of a ParticleArray until they

exit the current block or terminate. This function returns two ParticleArray
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elements: the first one contains the completed particles, and the second one

contains particles that need another data block.

– CheckForIncomingMessages(): a function that checks for incoming messages

from other PEs. These messages can be data requests from other PEs or

notifications of particle terminations.

– SendData(): a function that sends a data block to the requesting PE.

– RequestData(): a function that requests a data block from another PE.

The algorithm starts by distributing P particles across N PEs, assigning P
N

particles to each PE. Each PE then begins the process of advecting its particles.

First, each PE starts by sorting particles by block and identifying the needed

data blocks. Next, the worker thread advects the particles located in its local

data block. We use the VTK-m [2] library for particle advection within a PE,

specifically the module developed by Pugmire, et al. [3]. Simultaneous to advection,

the communication thread requests needed data blocks; this is described in

Algorithm 7. When a PE receives a requested data block, the PE’s particles located

in that data block would be advected. The algorithm completes when all particles

are terminated, either by reaching the maximum advection step or exiting the

problem domain.

An important consideration for our algorithm was the cost to send data.

When a PE’s block is requested, it employs a multi-threaded approach to serialize

the data into a byte string. It also caches this byte string to prevent repeated

serialization costs.

7.4 Experimental Overview

This section provides an overview of our experiments: experiment

configurations (7.4.1) and the metrics we use to evaluate performance (4.2.4.4).
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Algorithm 6 Pseudocode of the worker thread for one PE.

1: function In-Situ-POP-Advect(ParticleArray pv)
2: keepGoing ← true
3: ArrayOfParticleArrays pva[NUMBLOCKS]
4: (pva, neededDataBlocks)← SortParticlesByBlock(pv)
5: allCompletedParticles← ∅
6: while keepGoing do
7: contParticles← ∅
8: for i in NUMBLOCKS do
9: if pva[i].size() > 0 then
10: ParticleArray completed, continuing
11: (completed, continuing)← Advect(pva[i], b)
12: allCompletedParticles + = completed
13: contParticles + = continuing
14: end if
15: end for
16: if contParticles.size() > 0 then
17: pva← SortParticlesByBlock(contParticles)
18: else
19: keepGoing ← false
20: end if
21: end while
22: end function

7.4.1 Experiment Configurations.

7.4.1.1 Data Set:. Our study used an astrophysics data set consisting

of 32 blocks, with each block containing 1283 cells. It came from a simulation data

of a magnetic field surrounding a solar core collapse, which results in a supernova.

The simulation was performed via the GenASiS [134] code, which is a multi-physics

code for astrophysical systems involving nuclear matter.

7.4.1.2 Level of concurrency:. We ran all experiments using

32 MPI tasks on 16 nodes of Cori, a machine at Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory’s NERSC facility. Cori has both Xeon Phi and Intel Xeon “Haswell”

processor nodes; our experiments were run on the Haswells. We used 16 cores

per MPI task, for a total of 512 cores in each run. We declined to use the hyper-
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Algorithm 7 Pseudocode of the communication thread for one PE.

1: function In-Situ-POP-Communicate(int* neededDataBlocks)
2: for i in neededDataBlocks do
3: owner ← GetOwnerNode(i)
4: dataBuffer ← RequestData(owner, i)
5: end for
6: if numActive > 0 then
7: keepCommunicating ← true
8: end if
9: while keepCommunicating do
10: MSG← CheckForIncomingMessages()
11: if MSG = PARTICLES TERMINATED then
12: numActive -= MSG.numTerminated
13: else if MSG = NEED DATA then
14: SendData(MSG.blockID)
15: end if
16: if numActive < 0 then
17: keepCommunicating ← false
18: end if
19: end while
20: end function

threading feature, since it did not boost performance for the VTK-m code base we

were using. Each Haswell node on Cori has 128GB of memory.

7.4.1.3 Parallelization Techniques:. We consider both the POD

algorithm and the POP extension we introduced in this study. The POP algorithm

running on each PE was allowed to cache up to two blocks it acquired from other

PEs. While in this study we limited the cache size to two additional blocks, the

user can choose to increase the number of allowed data blocks in cache to improve

performance but at the cost of a higher memory consumption. It is important to

note that while our POP algorithm is designed for in situ, we ran in a so-called

“theoretical” in situ environment, as our algorithm was not connected to a running

simulation. Instead, before executing the algorithm, each PE acquired one block

of data from disk. From this point forward, the disk was not consulted, and data
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Figure 28. Streamlines visualization for our (a) dense and (b) uniform seed
distributions.

was exchanged via network as it would be in an in situ setting. No I/O timings are

reported, since we feel it is not relevant to our study.

7.4.1.4 Particle Workload:. We used one million particles, and

advected each particle 10K steps (or fewer in the relatively rare cases where a

particle exited the volume), for a total of approximately 10 billion advection

steps. Particles were advected using velocity. We consider two extremes of seeding

distributions: dense and uniform. In our study, the dense distribution was so

concentrated that all of the particles begin in a single block, which is very likely

to lead to load imbalance when using POD. Our uniform distribution had particles

spread evenly throughout the volume, increasing communication cost when using

POP, since more data blocks are required. Figure 28 shows a visualization of the

two distributions.

7.4.2 Performance Measurement. For each phase, we display the

execution time of the slowest PE, the maximum memory consumption needed

to store the data, and the load imbalance. The load imbalance impacts the

performance because the execution time is determined by the time of the slowest
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Figure 29. Performance of the two algorithms (a) POD, (b) POP, using 32 PEs to
advect 1 million particles for 10 thousands steps for a dense distribution of seeds.
The POD figure shows one task working the whole time (the task at the bottom),

while the POP figure has more PEs involved. This figure is horizontally scaled
based on run-time; POD ran for 307s, while POP ran for 26.6s.

PE. We define load imbalance with the following equation:

Load imbalance =
Ts∑

0<p<N Tp/N

where Tp is the total execution time for PE P , and Ts is the total execution time of

the slowest PE.

7.5 Results

This section presents the results of our study. We divide our analysis based

on the seed distribution: dense (7.5.1) and uniform (7.5.2).

7.5.1 Dense Distribution. The results for dense seeding are

presented in Table 3. The results show that using POP improves performance by

a factor of 11.5X over POD.

POD has a high execution time of 307s, due to the high load imbalance

between PEs. This phenomenon is plotted in Figure 29. Since all particles are

located in one data block (block0), there is one PE advecting all particles.
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Table 14. Comparing the performance and memory consumption of the two
algorithms for a dense particle distribution. Initialization time measures the time to
initialize variables and generate initial seeds. Advection time measures the time to

advect particles and to process the advection results (e.g., terminate).
Communication time measures the time to request or send data blocks or particles

to other PEs and to inform other PEs of termination. Idle time is the difference
between total time and the sum of the other time measurements.

POD POP

Total time 307s 26.6s
Initialization time 0.97s 0.33s
Advection time 303s 16.9s
Communication time 0.18s 4.22s
Sort particle time 0.02s 0.1s
Load imbalance 30.34x 1.2x
Memory to store data 46.99MB 93.99 MB

Using POP distributes the workload and reduces the execution time to

26.6s. Even though the communication takes 4.2s, the overall execution time is

lower than POD. As discussed in Section 7.3, we took care to optimize serialization

time, which is an important component of communication time. We found that

serializing a 1283 data block took about one-eighth of a second. (Previous versions

over our code that serialized with a single core were much slower.) Figure 29 shows

that there is idle time for each PE after advecting the particles located in its block.

This idle time is the time spent waiting to receive the required data block.

Using POP increases the memory requirement needed to store the data.

This is because each PE is storing its data block and its received data blocks. In

the case of dense distribution, only one extra block was needed, meaning that

the cache of size two was only half-filled. The memory consumption presented in

the table is representing the number of MB needed to store the velocity data; if a

simulation code was calculating extra quantities (temperature, density, etc.), then

the proportional increase in memory would be lower.
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Table 15. Comparing the performance and memory consumption of the two
algorithms for uniform seeding. The terms in this table are described in Table 1.

POD POP

Total time 23.9s 210s
Initialization time 0.65s 0.75s
Advection time 17.6s 99.7s
Communication time 4.34s 21.8s
Sort particle time 0.01s 13.9s
Load imbalance 1.19x 1.41x
Memory to store data 47.12MB 140.9MB

7.5.2 Uniform Distribution. The results for uniform seeding are

presented in Table 15. With uniform seeding, POD performs 9.9X better than

POP. This is because POP’s PEs needed to request data blocks from the other

31 PEs, since its particles are scattered across the whole data domain. This leads

to a higher communication time, in addition to idle time waiting for data blocks.

In this test, the PEs made use of both slots in its cache. This means at any

given time, each PE could store a maximum of 140.9MB of vector field data. We

anticipate that a larger cache could substantially reduce execution time. When

the size is small, a smaller number of blocks can be requested at the same time,

since our algorithm checks for available slots before each request. As a result, PEs

might need to request the same data block more than once for cases where particles

advect toward a previous data block.

7.6 Conclusion

The contribution of this chapter is an extension of the POP algorithm to

work on an in situ context. We adapt the algorithm to acquire data blocks from

other PEs instead of reading it from disk. The chapter compares between the

main particle advection parallelization methods (POD and POP), and shows that

our POP extension is superior for the workload where POD is known to perform
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poorly. Further, the study provides evidence that other parallelization techniques

designed for post hoc processing may also be useful for in situ processing.
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CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

8.1 Synthesis

While there have been several solutions proposed to optimize parallel

particle advection, there is a lack of understanding on how these parallel algorithms

compare to each other. With this dissertation we gained a better understanding of

the strengths and pitfalls of the different algorithms. The main two question of this

dissertation are:

– Which parallelization technique performs best for a given

workload?

– What are the unsolved problems in parallel particle advection?

Are there any workloads that are difficult to balance using existing

parallelization techniques?

To answer these questions, we improved and adopted the best practices for

the individual algorithms. For all algorithms we added on node parallelism by using

the VTK-m library. We also implemented a cache mechanism based on a previous

research for all the algorithms loading data on demand. We improved the work

requesting algorithm by incorporating a new scheduling method (Lifeline). Our

results showed significant improvements over previous implementations. Then we

performed a parallel particle advection bake-off study (Chapter V) to understand

the behavior of these algorithms on different workloads. In this study we compared

four of the most popular parallel particle advection solutions and ran experiments

over various workloads. The results we got from our study answer our dissertation

questions.
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– Which parallelization technique performs best for a given

workload?

Our experiments showed that the seeding box is a major consideration

when considering which algorithm to choose. For a small or medium size

seeding box, the LSM algorithm performed the best, while the POD method

performed the best for a large seeding box. These results hold true for

different number of particles, different number of maximum steps, and at

different scales.

– What are the unsolved problems in parallel particle advection?

Are there any workloads that are difficult to balance using existing

parallelization techniques?

The performance of each of these algorithms decreases as the scale increases

due to the increased number of communications, I/O operations, and more

severe load imbalance. In addition, all algorithms perform poorly for the

workload with the fewest particle advection steps since there is not enough

work to offset the cost of I/O and communication.

The results of the bake-off study showed that the two algorithms that

performed the best are POD and LSM algorithms. Each of these two algorithms

performed the best for different workloads, while still suffering poor performance

when the other algorithm performs best. To address these individual weaknesses,

we implemented a new algorithm (HyLiPod) that is a hybrid between the POD and

LSM algorithms. Our algorithm adapted its behavior depending on the workload

characteristics and applied the algorithm that achieves the best performance.
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Traditional visualization is usually performed post hoc, meaning saving

the data and performing the visualization after the simulation is completed.

However, with the increasing gap between the computational power and I/O

capabilities, saving data to disk is becoming a bottleneck. In situ visualization

is a promising solution to reduce the cost of I/O by visualizing the simulation as

it is running, avoiding intermediate data files. Previous in situ parallel particle

advection solutions used POD. While POD aligns with in situ constrains it can lead

to load imbalance for some workloads. We adapted the POP algorithm to work in

an in situ setting and we compared the performance of POD and POP for a dense

and sparse seed distribution. Our study demonstrated that other parallel particle

advection algorithms might be suitable for in situ setting.

8.2 Recommendations for Future Study

8.2.1 A Scalable Parallel Particle Advection Algorithm. The

results of the bake-off study showed that the performance of all algorithms drops at

scale. Even though HyLiPod has the best performance since it avoids the weakness

that other algorithms have for specific workloads, it still does not scale well. This

area represents future research. One of the reasons for poor performance is the

communication cost. An interesting study would be to evaluate the impact of

adapting the application communication pattern to take into account the network

topology [142, 143].

8.2.2 Integrating Into Production Visualization Tools.

Integrating our current implementation to the VTK-h library [144] will help

visualization users to use different parallel particle advection algorithms for their

workloads and help the visualization community to continue this research. Our

implementation supports different factors, which allows the user to test several
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workloads. It can also be extended to support new parallel particle advection

algorithms. To this end, we plan to integrate our algorithms from Chapter VII with

Ascent [144].

8.2.3 In Situ Parallel Particle Advection. Having a single

platform to study the different parallel particle advection algorithms helped to

understand the strength and weaknesses of each of these algorithms. Future work

should study these algorithms in an in situ context, since our study in Chapter VII

showed that adapting some of the other parallel algorithms to work in situ can lead

to major performance improvements for some of the workloads.

8.2.4 Architecture Related Considerations. Our bake-off

study studied showed that the most important factors impacting the different

algorithms performance are their ability to load balance the workloads and

their communication and I/O costs. While different architectures may slightly

impact the cost of communications or I/O, the overall strength and weakness

of each algorithm would remain the same. For instance, the POD algorithm

would still have the best performance for a large box workload since the cost

of communication is less than the cost of I/O The POD would still have bad

performance for a small seeding box, regardless of any architecture change, as the

load imbalance is the major factor for such performance drop. Overall, a change in

architecture would not change the way an algorithm load balance its workload or

an algorithm communication and I/O patterns. Therefore, the lessons we learned

from the bake-off study still hold true for different architectures. Regardless, a

future study of different architectures would reveal the magnitude of effects from

changes in compute and communication.
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8.2.5 Performance Model for Parallel Particle Advection. The

lessons learned from the bake-off study helped us to determine the important

factors impacting the performance. We could use these factors to create a

performance model for each individual parallel algorithm to estimate the

performance of the algorithm. That information would assist in choosing the best

parallel algorithm for the given workload.
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